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NATO partners threaten Serbs 
AP/RobcrtPfell 
European Union President Jacques Delors, center, and Greek 
Premier and EC President Papandreou, right, listen as President 
Bill Clinton responds to questions at a press conference in the 
European Union building Brussels Tuesday. 
by Barry Sr.hweld 
The Associated Press 
BRUSSELS, Belgium -- 
President Clinton and his IS 
NATO partners Tuesday 
threatened Bosnian Serbs with 
air strikes if they block the 
opening of a major airport for 
relief supplies or prevent the 
rotation of besieged 
peacekeepers in the wartom 
former Yugoslav republic. 
"What happens depends on 
the behavior of the Bosnian 
Serbs from this moment for- 
ward," President Clinton said 
at the windup of a two-day 
NATO summit. He said U.S. 
bombers would participate in 
the assault if it is ordered by 
the North Atlantic Council. 
The warning in a communi- 
que inches NATO closer to a 
forceful intervention in the 
bloody conflict that has 
claimed some 200,000 lives 
over 21 months. And yet, Clin- 
ton sided with Britain and 
France in their reluctance to 
open fire on the Serbs over 
their steady bombardment of 
Sarajevo, the Bosnian capital. 
The two allies have 
peacekeepers on the ground 
who could be targeted for re- 
taliation, and the president 
said he understood the British 
and French concerns. 
Clinton insisted at a news 
conference that the allies 
were unanimous in their re- 
solve to open the airport at 
Tuzla in north-central Bosnia 
and to evacuate Canadian 
peacekeepers from Srebren- 
ica in the east and replace 
them with Dutch troops. 
"There are more instances 
in which airpower can be used 
now under NATO policy," he 
said. "I made it clear for our 
part we are prepared to follow 
through." 
His tough words were 
echoed by the French. 
"We've asked the Serbs 
several times to open Tuzla 
They refused," said French 
Foreign Minister Alain Juppe. 
"Now we've decided to do it 
anyway." 
The Tuzla airport is a key 
distribution point for humani- 
tarian aid in northern Bosnia. 
Bosnian Serb leader Rado- 
van Karadzic warned that any 
talk of NATO air strikes 
against his troops could doom 
peace negotiations, scheduled 
See NATO, page three. 
Compromises sought New members named 
Administration, faculty prepare for bargaining tO hOIlOF Organization 
by Katie Slmmoni 
News staff writer 
With the voting date scheduled for next month, 
both administration and faculty are preparing 
themselves for the compromises of collective bar- 
gaining issues. 
These issues may include the addition of bene- 
fits, grievances, faculty contract renewal and sala- 
ry as well as other various options debated and 
bargained among both administration and faculty, 
according to Ron Stoner, chairman of the Bowling 
Green State University Faculty Association. 
"Position papers regarding the collective bar- 
gaining Issues are being sent, with some of the 
more important topics being the compensation is- 
sues including benefits and salary coverage, the 
faculty contract which would include the 10-year 
plan, and where the faculty senate stands on col- 
lective bargaining," Stoner said. 
In preparation for the voting event, a Thursday 
conference has been scheduled in which both par- 
ties and their lawyers, along with various state 
mediating bodies, will be in attendance. 
Steve Firmer, a national consultant to faculty 
groups since 1979, will be present to inform the 
parties exactly how national collective bargaining 
works, how negotiations will take place and who 
will ratify the contract agreements, Stoner said. 
Along with Finner, an organization known as the 
State Employee Relations Board (SERB) will be at 
the conference. SERB is made up by the Ohio Leg- 
islation to control and make all the necessary col- 
lective bargaining laws. 
"We need to reach an agreement with the SERB 
on the positions and important need for the loca- 
tion of the voting areas," said Lester Barber, exec- 
utive assistant to President Paul Olscamp. "The lo- 
cation has to be accessible to all faculty so that 
everyone is able to vote; that is most important 
right now. It must be a place that is not totally 
dominated by faculty traffic." 
Currently, the election dates are scheduled for 
Feb. 9 and 10. 
by Leah Barnum 
News staff writer 
Several University students, 
two faculty members and a Uni- 
versity alumnus were honored 
recently with induction into 







son Jr., direc- 
tor of graduate 
studies in busi- 
ness, were 
among the 21 
people   indue Johnson 
Russian council opens 
by Deborah Seward 
The Associated Press 
MOSCOW - President Boris 
Yeltsin opened Russia's new par- 
liament today, saying its work 
was crucial to the country's fu- 
ture and offering to cooperate 
even with his opponents. 
"You are beginning today, and 
Russia's future to a large extent 
depends on how successful this 
beginning is," he said in a brief 
address to the upper chamber. 
Parliament opened on the eve 
of President Clinton's arrival for 
a superpower summit intended to 
demonstrate the Clinton adminis- 
tration's strong support for Yelt- 
sin and his free-market reforms. 
Yeltsin's Communist and ex- 
treme nationalist opponents have 
more parliament seats than his 
supporters, and are expected to 
attack both the reforms and Rus- 
sia's new constitution 
Yeltsin, however, struck a con- 
ciliatory tone in his 17-minute 
address, urging the new law- 
makers to forget ideological slo- 
gans and think of the good of the 
country. 
"There is room for construc- 
tive work together," he said. 
Parliament's two chambers 
opened separately. At 10 am. the 
lawmakers in both locations rose 
for the playing of Russia's new 
national anthem, "Glory to Rus- 
sia" from Mikhail Glinka's pre- 
revolutionary opera, "Life for 
the Czar." 
Yeltsin then addressed the 
176-member Federation Council, 
consisting of two deputies from 
each of Russia's territorial re- 
gions and republics. 
Prime Minister Viktor Cher- 
nomyrdin spoke to the 450-mem- 
ber lower chamber, the Duma, 
which was elected from both ge- 
ographic districts and lists of 
candidates nominated by politi- 
cal parties. 
Extreme nationalist Vladimir 
Zhirinovsky's misleadingly 
named Liberal Democratic Party 
shocked reformers by winning 
nearly one-quarter of the vote in 
last month's election. 
ted into the organization on Dec. 
10. 
Also inducted were Lew Bech- 
tol Jr., assistant prosecutor for 
Wood County, and 18 junior and 
senior University students. 
Johnson came to the Universi- 
ty as a residence hall director. 
He completed his master's de- 
gree in business administration 
at the University in 1987. In 1989, 
he became director of program 
advisement for the College of 
Business Administration, and 
one year later was named to his 
current position. 
"[The induction] was a really 
nice honor," Johnson said. "I'm 
really pleased. I feel honored to 
be included in the group." 
"It gives me encouragement to 
try to improve myself," he add- 
ed. "This is a type of reinforce- 
ment that makes all the hard 
work worthwhile." 
Blackney, who joined the Uni- 
versity in December 1990, has 
lead the Falcon football team to 
two Mid-American Conference 
championships, the California 
Bowl championship in 1991 and 
the Las Vegas Bowl title in 1992. 
He has also been named the Ohio 
Coach of the Year and twice 
named MAC Coach of the Year. 
Blackney was unavailable for 
comment. 
The 18 students were selected 
for their excellence in one of five 
categories: social, service, relig- 
ious and campus government ac- 
tivities; scholarship; athletics; or 
journalism, speech and mass 
media. 
Junior  interpersonal  commu- 
Davld A. Stanford, the 
University's associate di- 
rector for cooperative edu- 
cation, has been named 
Educator of the Year by the 
Ohio Cooperative Educa- 
tion Association. 
a Page 4. 
The mega-trial of 11 of 
David Koresh's disciples 
got under way with a fed- 
eral judge in his shirt 
sleeves questioning pro- 
spective jurors one-on-one 
in a nearly empty court- 
room. 
Q Page 8. 
The men's and women s 
basketball teams return to 
action tonight as both 
squads travel to Ball St. The 
women's team is coming off 
a victory over Kent, while 
the men are trying to 
bounce back from a tough 
loss to the Golden Flashes. 
□ Page 9. 
nication major Jennifer Mathe, 
one of the students selected for 
her excellence in the first cate- 
gory, is involved in several cam- 
pus organizations. Some of those 
include Undergraduate Student 
Government, Alpha Chi Omega 
and Honors Student Association. 
"[Omicron Delta Kappa] is 
such an outstanding group of 
people," Mathe said "I hope I can 
contribute to [the group] and 
make it stronger and not just be 
another member." She said the 
honor reinforced her goal of at- 
tending law school, and she 
thinks it will help her get into a 
See Honors, page four. 
Snow likely. Possibly be- 
coming mixed with or 
changing to rain. High in 
the mid 30s. Southwest 
winds around 10 mph be- 
coming west. Chance of 
precipitation 60 percent. 
Wednesday night, cloudy. 
Low in the mid 20s. 
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Fans should get 
grip on reality 
More than ever before, fans are becoming less 
involved as spectators and more involved in the 
action itself. No longer is it satisfying to simply 
watch the game, more and more idiots are finding it 
necessary to become a part of it. 
Take for example last Thursday, when a fanatic 
found it necessary to do more than simply watch U.S. 
figure skater Nancy Kerrigan warm up for the 
Olympics in Detroit's Cobo Arena. The assailant, who 
has not yet been apprehended, brutally attacked 
Kerrigan with some type of blunt object, possibly 
forcing her out of next month's Winter Games. 
One day later, basketball player Larry Stewart of 
the NBA's Washington Bullets is shot and stabbed at 
the front door of his own home. While Stewart is ex- 
pected to recover, when exactly he'll be back on the 
basketball court remains in limbo. The same goes for 
Kerrigan, who even if she is placed onto the Olympic 
team, may be physically-impaired from performing 
to her medalist standards. 
Coincidence? While the athletes' attackers are not 
the same, their actions are very similar. Just as in 
last summer's knife assault of tennis star Monica 
Seles, fans are taking their role in sports one step 
further than they should. In each instance, an athlete 
has been robbed of doing what they do best -- not be- 
cause of their own actions - but because of the ac- 
tions of some psychotic fans. 
We here at The News believe it is far past time for 
fans to wake up and see the reality of their actions. 
Sports are simply past-times and games that we can 
view for enjoyment. They are not activities with 
which we are supposed to partake in the outcome. 
Just the same, they are not opportunities for fans to 
enter the limelight by affecting a certain athlete's 
ability to perform. 
Kerrigan's assailant obviously wanted to have an 
effect on her shot at the Olympics. Whether it would 
be by knocking her out of the preliminary qualifying 
tournament for the games or by affecting her health 
to the point that she could not compete, he obviously 
had a detailed game plan. 
The same goes for Seles' German attacker, who 
claimed he did the deed to allow his country's hero 
Steffi Graf to regain her ranking as number one in 
the world. 
Somewhere along the line, fans seem to have for- 
gotten that their job is to root for their favorite com- 
petitors, not maim them. 
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Civilization is under the gun 
I fell asleep watching the news 
a few weeks ago and dreamed a 
long, strange dream. I had been 
thinking furiously about serious 
existential concerns such as the 
snow, the semester ahead, and 
my rent, and wasn't really paying 
attention to the mindless me- 
lange of images and cliches that 
were crowding the room. So off I 
went into a sweet, deep sleep, 
friend and muse of Shake- 
spearean royalty and exhausted 
grad students alike. 
I dreamed I was off on some 
kind of a long journey, trudging 
through the night with a huge 
backpack crammed with some 
real heavy reading. The streets 
were empty and covered with a 
thin veil of snow, I was wheezing, 
I was tired. I seemed to be walk- 
ing forever, looking for someone 
to talk to. I reall wanted to meet 
people and be accepted, for sc- 
mone to say: "You're one of us, 
now." 
Just when I thought 1 was 
about to drop, the scene changed. 
I was in front of a neon-entwined 
supermarket, and the doors slid 
open. "Surprise!" a cheerful 
group of people yelled. They all 
looked familiar...yes, that's it! 
They were all newsreaders! They 
just looked a wee bit strange be- 
cause they were all mixed up, 
their bodies and their faces and 
their voices and their networks. 
There, that's Connie Koppel. Or 
Ted Chung, as you will. Anyway, 
they all seemed to be saying the 
same thing to me. 
"Congratulations!" One of 
them said, "You've worked hard 
and you deserve this." 
He handed me, under the ap- 
proving smiles of everyone, a 
lovely, shining handgun on a vel- 
vet cushion. My eyes went moist 
with gratitude. I had arrived, at 
Vamsee 
J u 1 u r i 
last. I had been accepted, given 
the right to defend myself and all 
that 1 had worked to build 
(whatever it was, I couldn't recall 
details). Then, in a dream within 
a dream, a convincing voice 
filled my head and began to ex- 
pound on the long and virtuous 
history of the firearm. 
The voice told me how great 
civilizations had been built on 
this. I saw gleaming cities rise 
from the plains and the marshes. 
What a sight it was! An enormous 
tangle of highways and railroad 
tracks and telegraph wires 
spread out over magnificent ex- 
panses of land. I saw diverse 
peoples brought together in this 
grand metamorphosis, all sorts 
of colorful head gear and quaint, 
skimpy clothes which I had never 
seen anywhere but in museums 
and travel books. They all came 
together in little jungle schools 
and sprawling shopping malls. 
What a remarkable vision! What 
miracles the gun had made! Un- 
interrupted electricity. Sophisti- 
cated plumbing. Multinationals. 
Universities. The Home Shop- 
ping Channel. The Global Village. 
The New World Order. Every- 
thing that was dear and precious 
to us. 
No amount of scientific educa- 
tion or spiritual practice could 
have prepared me for this, this 
moment of revelation. Suddenly, 
I knew it all. I understood perfec- 
tly. I had been given the key to 
the city, to life itself. At this 
point, I got somewhat philosophi- 
cal and wondered if this was 
what the elders had called God in 
all their infinite wisdom. After 
all, the Gun was all-knowing and 
all-seeing (especially with all 
those "smart" microchip appen- 
dages). It was strong and just, for 
it did not discriminate on 
grounds of race, gender or 
national origin. It was the Crea- 
tor (remember all those pretty 
mushroom clouds in the Pacific) 
and the Destroyer (In a good 
sense, that is. How the old Gods 
of the plants and the stones all 
crumbled and fell in its wake, 
releasing their subjects from 
centuries of cruelty and exploita- 
tion). The Gun was the best shot 
everything that was good and 
noble in the world ever had. 
A God's job is never done, and 
my dream, in all its revelatory 
generosity, soon told me why. I 
found myself, suddenly, in a de- 
solate city street. The wind how- 
led and crumpled newspapers 
swept past the yellow light of the 
streetlamps. I was out of my 
mind with fear. There was great 
danger lurking around here, I 
could sense it with my whole 
body. I instantly reached under 
my jacket for my gun. I could 
feel it, but couldn't get it out. I 
began to panic. I tried to walk 
away, but I couldn't move. I was 
done for. There was evil all 
around. All my years had taught 
me to get over my fear of Com- 
munists and Third World dicta- 
tors but this! I didn't stand a 
chance. 
Every shadow seemed deadly 
and ready to leap out at me. My 
mouth went dry. I wanted to 
shout for help, but I couldn't find 
my voice. I stood there trem- 
bling, while a host of shadowy 
figures rose from the corners 
and began to approach me. I 
couldn't see their faces, but in 
their outstretched hands they 
held all sorts of little plastic 
bags. 
There was a magic word. I 
tried to remember, desperately. 
Just say it... but what? They were 
closing in, with their evil intent. 
"No!" I yelled emphatically 
and a hundred thousand upright 
citizens and officials poured out 
of nowhere, flashing badges and 
guns. They pounced on the bad 
guys and took them away. I man- 
aged to pull out my trusty auto- 
matic too and wave it around in 
triumph. How many weapons 
racked the sky in celebration! 
Maybe we would even be on TV. 
Anyway, the streets were safe 
once again. 
I woke up with a great gasp of 
relief. The late night news was 
going on. After my profound re- 
ligious experience, I thought this 
was a terribly wrong thing to do. 
but wait, there was more on the 
news A very important person 
was saying we actually be study- 
ing all that dangerous stuff on 
the street I'd had such a close es- 
cape from instead of declaring 
that anyone remotely associated 
with it should be locked up and 
fried. What next? Ganja for 
guns? Sacrilege! Let no one for- 
get, that might actually get guns 
off the streets and make a lot of 
people happy at the same time. 
We can't have that, can we? 
Vamsee Juluri is a mass com- 
munications graduate student 
and is a columninst for the News. 
Spotlights are on Bobbitts 
A freakish three-ring circus is underway unlike any Ringling 
Brothers and Bamum & Bailey ever imagined. Forget the high 
wire act, the acrobats, and Jo-Jo, the dog-faced boy. This pro- 
duction stars a severed penis. 
Lorena Bobbin and the understated charge of "malicious 
wounding" filed against her have finally reached the courtroom. 
And it seems her maliciously wounded husband, John, is de- 
termined to profit from the publicity surrounding his misery in 
any way possible. 
For a young man whose private part was hacked off and may 
never again function in a normal, healthy manner. Bobbin 
seems to have rebounded with an unusally spirited, forgiving at- 
titude. Considering the physical and emotional effects any man 
might suffer as a result, he is to be commended for his sunny, if 
not uplifting, outlook. 
However, we have to wonder about Bobbit's truly lurid cheer- 
fulness over the whole affair, and his determination to profit 
from it. Granted, the successful reattachment of his organ is 
reason to sing. But John Bobbin, in his own reserved way, seems 
to be enjoying the notoriety of his starstruck penis even more 
than the media vultures converging on the courtroom. 
Strangely enough, he seemed to display a quiet, grisly glee as 
he made the talk show rounds, regaling delightfully embar- 
rassed audiences with his tale of the swinging knife. Clearly, he 
liked the spotlight and the at tent ion. 
But an even more twisted element of this already sad specta- 
cle is Bobbin's attempt to cash in on his stitches. While it's true 
that he's currently floundering in a sea of horrendous medical 
expenses, there must be a more dignified way to raise money. 
Selling crass T-shirts that make light of a vicious act of revenge 
adds insult to injury. 
John Bobbin is apparently looking for his IS minutes of fame, 
as well a fast road to riches. The direction he's taking to find 
both couldn't be more pathetic or demeaning. 
David Coehrs is a weekly columnist for the BG News. 
It is horrendous to think that sexual abuse in the case of Lor- 
ena and John Bobbin is being considered for possible justifica- 
tion after she cut off her husband's penis. 
Any abuse her husband might have Imposed on her does not 
justify the cruelty of her revenge. If she was seeking for a way 
out of the abuse she could have filed a complaint, or seeked 
helped. Why did she continue living with a man who she was 
separated from and who was sexually abusing her? If the abuse 
was really to a point where her only alternative was to sever his 
penis, why didn't she move out? 
Let's face it, what she did was cruel. Even if she was being 
abused, it does not justify what she did. She was married to the 
man. If a stranger brutally attacked and raped her, it would al- 
most justify the end But if she's being raped by a man and 
sticks around it is hardly believable that she cut his penis off to 
make him stop when she had other means. It sounds more like an 
act of jealousy. 
Man's worst nightmare is someone butchering off his penis; 
they cringe even at the thought. She should be put away and de- 
ported for what she did. She not only gave her husband a lot of 
physical problems but probably various psychological problems 
also. 
First, he was acquitted of all rape charges so it should not be 
an issue in her trial. Second, Lorena Bobbin was drunk when she 
decided to use a knife on her husband's private parts. 
Lorena Bobbin cannot be allowed to get away with what she 
did. There is just no acceptable excuse for her actions. Jealousy 
should not excuse the abuse that Lorena Bobbin has imposed on 
her husband.Robin Coe is a general assignment reporter and 
frequent guest columnist 
The IK; News Headlines 




Dayton dentist accused of sex- 
ual activity with prostitutes 
DAYTON, Ohio - Twenty-five 
patients of a suburban Kettering 
dentist who is accused of sexual 
activity with prostitutes have 
tested negative for the AIDS 
virus, a county health official 
said Monday. 
Bill Wharton, spokesman for 
the Montgomery County Com- 
bined Health District, said about 
30 patients of Dr. William B. 
Brennan asked county health 
officials to test them for the 
AIDS virus following publicity 
about the accusations. 
Wharton said results are not in 
for the remaining five or so 
Boy who accused Jackson 
offers more details in court 
papers 
SANTA MONICA. Calif. - The 
boy accusing Michael Jackson of 
molesting him has offered more 
details in court papers, saying 
the star seduced him, bathed 
with him and fondled him many 
times. 
The statement filed Monday 
was the first direct description 
from the youngster of the sexual 
activity he says took place. Jack- 
son has denied molesting the boy 
and has not been charged with 
any crime. 
The signed declaration repeats 
allegations summarized by state 
social workers who interviewed 
the boy last summer and by the 
lawyer who filed the lawsuit 
against Jackson in September. 
Attorney Larry Feldman filed 
the Dec. 28 declaration as part of 
a request for the superstar's fi- 
nancial records. A copy was ob- 
tained by The Associated Press 
before it was sealed by the judge 
overseeing the case. 
The boy, who turns 14 today, 
claims Jackson, 35, showered 
him with gifts and trips for five 
months starting last February, 
and frequently shared his bed. 
"Michael Jackson had sexual 
contact with me on many occa- 
sions," the boy said. "The whole 
thing really got out of hand" 
when they took a trip to Europe 
and started bathing together. 
"Michael Jackson then mas- 
turbated in front of me. He told 
me that when I was ready he 
would do it for me.... He then 
masturbated me to a climax. 
After that, Michael Jackson mas- 
turbated me many times both 
with his hand and with his 
mouth," the boy said. 
The lawsuit seeks unspecified 
damages. 
Jackson's lawyers accused 
Feldman of grandstanding be- 
fore the March 21 trial. 
"It's just a plaintiff repeating 
his allegations which Mr. Jack- 
son vehemently denies," attor- 
ney Howard Weitzman said. 
Feldman said he needs time to 
study Jackson's net worth, which 
include real estate, the Beatles 
song catalog and other dif f icult- 
to-value assets. 
To persuade the judge his 
request was well-founded, Feld- 
man included the boy's statement 
and a deposition by Jackson's 
former chauffeur, who said he 
dropped him off at the boy's 
house on overnight visits 30 days 
in a row. 
1      2 
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patients who requested testing. 
Brennan, 62, has been charged 
by the Ohio State Dental Board 
with bringing prostitutes to his 
office and failing to properly 
sterilize dental instruments. One 
of the prostitutes allegedly used 
by Brennan told the Dayton Daily 
News she has the virus that 
causes AIDS. 
The board said Brennan's li- 
cense could be revoked or sus- 
pended. It has scheduled a hear- 
ing for Jan. 20. 
Brennan has said he has tested 
negative for the AIDS virus. He 
has denied charges of failure to 
properly sterilize dental equip- 
ment and said he never engaged 
in lewd or immoral conduct in 
connection with providing dental 
services. 
Injured sea bird flys south in 
plane 
KIRTLAND, Ohio - An injured 
sea bird has taken flight from the 
snow and cold weather with the 
help of some benefactors. 
After news reports on the 
bird's predicament, RMS Aqua- 
culture of Willoughby donated 
goldfish for the cormorant to eat. 
The EJW Holdings Co. of May- 
field Village gave money to send 
the bird by plane to a sanctuary 
in Florida 
Several others sent checks for 
ACROSS 
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Boyfriend proposes with mov- 
ie theatre cartoon 
DENVER - Elizabeth Rosen- 
blum thought she was going to 
see "Farewell My Concubine." 
Instead, she saw a cartoon of her 
boyfriend asking her to marry 
him. 
Before the film began, two 
previews were shown, including 
one for an animation festival. 
"All of sudden, I see this guy 
on the screen - animated," Ro- 
senblum said. 
Graphics artist Michael Truji- 
llo produced the 1 1/2 minute 
cartoon and asked the theater's 
manager for permission to show 
it Dec. 30. The manager agreed. 
At one point, the cartoon Truji- 
llo was wearing a wedding cake 
on his head. The character ex- 
plained that he sometimes had 
trouble expressing his true feel- 
ings. 
"Maybe we knew each other in 
a past life," the character said. 
"I've been thinking about making 
you my wife." 
Trujillo, 27, said he was watch- 
ing Rosenblum the whole time. 
"I'm thinking, like, 'She just 
doesn't get it,'" he said. "All of a 
sudden, the laughing stopped. 
She stopped breathing. And I saw 
a tear rolling down her cheek." 
Prodded by the crowd of about 
200 people, a tearful Rosenblum, 
25, gave Trujillo her answer: Yes. 
The couple never did see 
"Farewell My Concubine" that 
night. They left before it started. 
Nose ring considered inappro- 
priate in Texas high school 
WELLINGTON, Texas -- A high 
school junior sent home for wear- 
ing a nose ring says he will at- 
tend a separate class to keep him 
from distracting other pupils, 
rather than give up his jewelry. 
"I don't see how they have the 
right to tell me if I can wear it," 
said .Jon.ithon Skelton. "It's not 
affecting my learning." 
Skelton, who had his nose 
pierced over the holidays, was 
sent home from Wellington High 
School on Monday because the 
ornament is a distraction. Princi- 
pal Carl Taylor said. 
Skelton said the student hand- 
book only prohibits boys from 
wearing earrings. Taylor said 
that's a technicality: Skelton "has 
an earring in his nose." 
Skelton will remain apart from 
his schoolmates unless he re- 
moves the ring, Taylor said 
Tuesday. 
Skelton"s mother, Becky 0'- 
Rear, agreed to the arrangement 
only so her son won't be "forced 
to choose between a nose ring 
and his diploma." 
"It would simplify my life im- 
mensely if he would take the ring 
out," she said. "But if it was my 
nose and my ring, I wouldn't take 
it out." 
Rottweiler tracks trail of 
weiners 
MODESTO, Calif. - The 
Wienerschnitzel break-in was a 
no-brainer for Niki the police 
dog. 
Asked to sniff out the theft of 
$100 worth of food from a 
Wienerschnitzel restaurant on 
Friday, the Rottweiler quickly 
traced a trail of hot dogs, chili, 
cheese and onions to a nearby 
home. 
A 17-year-old was arrested 
after police found food strewn in 
the back yard and the refrigera- 
tor filled with hot dogs, cheese 
and several plastic bowls of chili. 
There was no need to grill the 
suspect, who confessed, said 
Officer Wayne Schmierer. The 
teen was booked for in- 
vestigation of burglary. 
Undergraduate 
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WELCOME BACK U.A.A.ERS!!! 
Also, U.A.A. is recruiting new members. If 
interested in this energetic, leadership group, 
please contact a U.A.A. leader at 372-6849. 
(Mileti Alumni Center 372-2701) 
the bird's care, said Jill Hunter, 
head of the Lake County Metro- 
parks Wildlife Center in Kirt- 
land. 
The bird, nicknamed "The 
Admiral," was flown Tuesday to 
the Sun Coast Sea Bird Sanctuary 
near St. Petersburg, Fla., where 
he will reside permanently, Ms. 
Hunter said. 
Metroparks nature specialists 
found the cormorant a few weeks 
ago with part of its left wing 
missing. He could only fly a few 
feet at a time. 
The bird had been recovering 
at the Kirtland wildlife center, 
but officials there discovered the 




A worker on the ground floor checks one of the new elevators 
at the Eiffel Tower In Paris Tuesday 
Bright lights 
APPhuto/Stcvc llclbcr 
A mass of media does live shots outside the Prince William Circuit Courthouse In Manassas, Va. A 
large crowd of press has gathered to cover the Lorena Bobbin Trial. 
NATO 
Continued from page one. 
to resume next week in Geneva. 
His remarks to the Bosnian Serb 
SRNA news agency were made 
before the NATO policy was a- 
dopted. 
The struggle among the allies 
to deal with the war in Bosnia 
provided a somber contrast to 
the exhilaration Clinton and his 
top aides registered over his ac- 
complishments here on his first 
European trip. 
On Monday, he announced 
completion of a major agreement 
with Ukraine to remove all nu- 
clear weapons from the former 
Soviet republic. And the NATO 
allies endorsed Clinton's propos- 
al to strengthen ties with Eastern 
and Central Europeans nations 
with the prospect of future 
membership. 
From Brussels, Clinton was 
flying to Prague to persuade the 
leaders of Poland, Hungary, the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia to 
approve the move. 
"The offer is there, the door is 
open," Clinton said. 
Attention BGSU! 
Please note the phone number 
in the coupon section of the 
Student Directory is wrong. 




BGSU Food Operations 
is currently hiring 
BGSU Students 
to work Spring semester. 
Starting wage is 
$4.35 per hour. 
Apply at 
the Dining Center 
of your choice. 
7:30 am - 8 pm 
weekdays 
and 10 am - 8 pm 
weekends. 
Commons 2-2563 




Student Recreation Center 
- Spring Learn-To-Swim Program 
Saturday Mornings 
January 15 - April 23 ««« 
(no class; Feb 19. 26. Mar. 19. 26. Apr. 16) 
Ages: 6 mos. -  adult 
excellent facilities, small classes, safe instruction 
Must Have SRC Membership Before Registering 
$15 per participant 
Registration Begins January 11 In SRC Main Office 
Call 2-2711 for informaiton 
Campus 
The BG News 




by Courtney Gangeml 
News staff writer 
The University's first doctorate degrees in Photochemical 
Sciences were awarded to two University students at the Dec. 18 
commencement exercises last month. 
Lisa Dennis Kelly and her husband, Craig Kelly, have com- 
pleted their dissertations and oral exams and have helped the 
University reach a milestone in the Center for Photochemical 
Sciences, according to Douglas Neckers, executive director of 
the center. 
"Photochemical scientists study the interaction of light with 
matter," Neckers said. "[The field encompasses] everything 
from vision to how you get a suntan to how to turn solids into 
liquids quickly with a light beam." 
The Kellys have been in the University doctoral program for 
almost four and a half years, since its beginning in 1989. 
"This graduation is a very significant day for the University's 
future in the sciences," Neckers said. 
Photochemical Sciences is a rising field of study with very 
broad commercial and scientific applications. The results of the 
Kellys' work will be of direct value to the world's populations, as 
evidenced by their individual dissertations. 
Lisa Kelly originally became interested in this field after an 
internship in the laboratory of Michael Rodgers at the Universi- 
ty some years ago, she said. 
Prior to the fall, Lisa Kelly spent a month in Sardinia, where 
she was selected for a school run by NATO. She worked on pho- 
todynamic therapy, which involves finding a way to attack vir- 
uses and tumors by using light and dyes. 
She said she is hoping to teach at a university and do research 
in the future. 
Craig Kelly recently finished a project on solar conversion 
energy at a chemical kinetics laboratory in Bologna, Italy. 
"I was interested in solar energy conversion with the use of 
sunlight as a source of energy to convert inexpensive raw mate- 
rial to liquid fuels, or other useful organic chemicals," he said. 




MAJOR IN CAREER 
SUCCESS THROUGH 
AIR FORCE ROTC. 
Whether you're majoring 
in a highly specialized area or 
ing a broader liberal arts educa- 
tion, you can build a higher level of total 
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC. 
That one step distinguishes you above all others 
in your field. It shows that you're serious about culti- 
vating great long-term opportunities. It gives you 
the chance to develop leadership skills that will serve 
throughout your life. Call Capt. Nagley 372-2176 





by Cynthia Kent 
News Staff Writer 
The Ohio Cooperative Educa- 
tion Association has named Da- 
vid A. Stanford, associate direc- 
tor   for   coop- 
erative   educa- 
tion at the Uni- 
versity, Educa- 
tor of the Year. 
Stanford said 
he was honored 
because it is 
the top award 
an educatorl 
can receive. 
"To be rec- 
ognized for your commitments 
and accomplishments by your 
peers at other universities and 
businesses - it is a real honor," 
Stanford said. 
Stanford said the most reward- 
ing part of teaching is watching 
the students progress profes- 
sionally in a short period of time. 
"Being the director of coop- 
erative education, you see results 
in two to three years. It is very 
rewarding to watch the students 
grow in maturity as well as 
professionally," he said. 
Bruce Smith, director of the 
University's cooperative educa- 
tion program, said Stanford was 
deserving of the award because 
of "his active leadership role in 
the organization and for his sig- 
nificant role in encouraging stu- 
dents to participate in coop- 
erative education." 
The award was particularly 
meaningful because it was voted 
on by Stanford's peers and be- 
cause Ohio is a national leader in 
cooperative education, Smith 
said. 
Stanford first attended the 
University as a graduate student, 
then joined the Office of Coop- 
erative Education in 1986. 
In addition to being a member 
of the Ohio Cooperative Educa- 
tion Association, he is a member 
of both the Midwest and National 
Cooperative Education associa- 
tions. 
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Career workshops focus 
on campus opportunities 
by Robin Coe 
News staff writer 
Students pursuing a degree 
in the College of Arts and Sci- 
ences will be able to take ad- 
vantage of a series of career 
workshops focusing on the op- 
portunities available at the 
University. 
Diana Carpenter, career de- 
velopment specialist for the 
College of Arts and Sciences, 
said she decided to arrange a 
series of workshops, which 
begins tomorrow, throughout 
the semester after the college 
conducted a survey of the 
alumni. The workshops are 
funded by the alumni. 
A brief discussion of the 
services offered will begin at 
tomorrow's workshop, fol- 
lowed by a presentation of the 
Career Resource Center. 
Robert McLaird, the librarian 
of the center, will introduce 
students to the use of the li- 
brary for employment ideas, 
and then students will be able 
to participate in a scavenger 
hunt. 
"They can actually do some 
hands-on experience with ac- 
tually looking up some mate- 
rial, so they can get an idea of 
how to utilize the center," 
Carpenter said. 
There are 20 spots for the 
workshop, only about half of 
which are still open. Students 
are encouraged to reserve a 
spot for any workshop they 
are interested in, she said. 
Students who have not de- 
cided what major they want to 
pursue can attend the Assess- 
ing   My   Interests   workshop 
next Thursday. The session 
will assess students' personal- 
ity types and interests to help 
guide them into possible edu- 
cation and career goals. An- 
other session later that day 
will also inform students 
about career opportunities 
available. 
"Students may not have a 
realistic idea of what kind of 
salaries are offered," she said. 
"We will be talking about new 
career opportunities that 
might be out there that most 
students haven't given much 
thought to." 
The college is also inter- 
ested in enhancing students' 
marketing abilities by inform- 
ing them about internships, 
national student exchange op- 
portunities and intern experi- 
ence available with alumni in 
their field of interest. 
Students do not know 
enough about these opportuni- 
ties, especially chances they 
have of watching people work- 
ing on-the-job in the field of 
their interest, Carpenter said. 
"We're just trying to get the 
information out to students 
about all the different things 
that are available here in 
Bowling Green, and the oppor- 
tunities they can take advan- 
tage of that will eventually 
help them when they are look- 
ing for a job," she said. 
Some of the things the Uni- 
versity offers students are 
important to employers when 
they interview prospective 
employees. 
Anyone interested in any 
workshops should contact 
Diana Carpenter at 372-7874. 
Calendar 
•Thursday: 9:30 a.m. - 
10:30 a.m., room 300, 
Learning to use Career 
Resource Center 
•January 20:10:30 a.m. - 
11:30 a.m. McDonald 
East study lounge, 
Career opportunities for 
the future. 
•January 20:1:30 p.m.- 
2:30 p.m., McDonald 
East study lounge, 
Assessing my interests. 
•January 21: 10:30 a.m. - 
11:30 a.m., Courtroom 
4th floor Student 
Services, Enhance my 
marketablity. 
•January 21:1:30 p.m.- 
2:30 p.m., Courtroom 4th 
floor Student Services 
Building, Assessing my 
skills. 
•January 27: 10:30 a.m. - 
11:30 a.m., faculty 
lounge University 
Union, Decision Making. 
•January 27:1:30 p.m.- 
2:30 p.m., faculty lounge 
University Union, 
Values in relation to 
career selection. 
•January 28: 9:30 a.m.- 
10:30 a.m., room 300 
Student Services, 
Learning to use the 
career resource center. 
•January 28:11:30 a.m. - 
12:30 p.m., courtroom 
4th floor Student 
Services, Graduate 
school opportunities. 
USG to aid gospelfest 
by Lawrence Hannan 
News staff writer 
Undergraduate Student 
Government will help sponsor a 
Feb. S gospel music festival on 
campus. 
Sheila Davis, a resident ad- 
viser at Prout Hall, and one of 
those helping to sponsor the fes- 
tival, said the festival would 
showcase African-American 
groups and soloists. The groups 
participating in the Kobacker 
Hall event will include The Ohio 
State University Choir, the Pros- 
perity Singers and the BGSU 
Gospel Choir. 
"The festival is a way for Afri- 
can Americans to express their 
culture and traditions," Davis 
said. "You can look at music as 
both religious and a way of com- 
municating. 
"Bowling Green is very big on 
multiculturalism, so that's why 
we're going to groups like USG 
for sponsorship." 
The senate finance committee 
originally opposed any sponsor- 
ship of the festival, stating that 
the event had more to do with re- 
ligion than multiculturalism. 
However, it decided to approve 
the sponsorship after learning 
Residential Services was sup- 
porting the festival. 
After debating the issue, USG 
voted unanimously to give $50 
toward the festival. 
In other business, USG Presi- 
dent Jason Jackson used the 
meeting to discuss his hopes for 
the new semester. 
"It's time to refocus," Jackson 
said. "We need to redefine our 
purpose and ask ourselves what 
we hope to accomplish this se- 
mester." 
Jackson said his biggest con- 
cern at the moment is the general 
fee allocation. USG wants more 
control over how the University 
allocates the money. The issue is 
expected to be settled by the end 
of the month. 
Honors 
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Off Campus Students 
BUY NOW! 
The "BG Choices' debit account 
is for students who like the 
convenience of eating in the 
many Campus Dining facilities, 
including the University Union. 
You receive $100 in food-buying 
credit. Your student I.D. becomes a 
Quantum 90 debit card which you 
use to purchase meals and snacks 
at dining areas on carp&Qs. 
/ • • • / X   \   s   s   \   ' 
To purchase the "BG Chsfass&plan 
contact the Office ofiWe;Bacsar,to 
sign up - ccs£SOT:£v$\ 
University Food Operbto>p&##& 
"i Off! Quantum 90 fice 
100 Centrex 
372 - 7933 
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Continued from page one. 
good university. 
"I thought it was a great 
honor," she said. "The ceremony 
was fabulous." Bechtol, who 
graduated from the University 
with a bachelor's degree in histo- 
ry in 1984, was selected for the 
alumnus category. 
Bechtol received his law de- 
gree from Capitol University in 
1989. He has since been an attor- 
ney for the Toledo Support 
Center and the assistant pros- 
ecuter for Paulding County. In 
1990 he became Wood County's 
assistant prosecutor. 
Omicron Delta Kappa was 
founded at Washington and Lee 





FOR A GREAT 
SPRING SEMESTER 
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The Economics of the Citibank 
Classic Visa card. How no annual fee, student discounts 
and Price Protection create upward growth. \ variety of factors haw been suggested 
as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the 
ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more students 
doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the (itibank ( lassie Visa* card. It's 
this last one, however, that affects most students."i The ( itibank ( lassie Visa card offers immediate 
savings to student cardmembers. You can now receive the ('itibank Classic card with No Annual Fee. 
You can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount lor domestic flights^ a low variable interest rate of 
15,4%; as well as savings on mail order 
purchases, sports equipment, music and 
magazines. One might even have enough 
savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the 
musical kind, of course). 1 On the way to 
the record store, or an\  store for that 
No known picture of Washington smiting exists Economists believe Washington was unhappi 
because he felt he could have received Q better deal on war supplies ff he used a < 'iiibank 
(lassu Visa cant, he would have been assured of getting the best pru eandpnthaNy would 
have been happier, fArtist's rendering of ho* he would have appeared on thedcitlai 
matter, take stock of the 3 services 
concerned with purchases made on the 
Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item 
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150:' 
Buyers Security" can cover these investments against accidental damage, fire or theft 
(ordinarily causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase? And Citibank 
Lifetime Warranty'" can extend the warrant) for the expected service life of eligible products 
up to 12 years? H But perhaps the features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your 
nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. 
Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it 
makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if ones card is stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost 
Wallet'" Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. " So never panic. As we all 
know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857 and 1929 can cause a downswing in a 
market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about your account 
is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something 
else again.) U Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only 
be a boost. You're investing in futures—that future house, that future car. etc. And knowing the 
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presentl\ give you a sense of security, 
rare in today's—how shall we say?—fickle market. 11 To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a 
cosigner. And call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. 





Student Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card 
satisfies more of a student's unlimited wants and 
needs, while reducing the Risk Factor in respect to 
limited and often scarce resources—with the greatest 
supply of services and savings possible—then students 
will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call. 
'OflereApurs 6/30/94 Minimum ticketpurchase price is $100 Retain arr lor Citibank student card members on tickets issued h> IS! Fhfhbonh    I'u   Vnnual ru&csn IJ4* -is ,»l 12 **« and ma> 
vary quarterly The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advance* is W8%» If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is Mui-nts I hCfC ri J" additional finance Charge ft* uctKM cu.ual to 2%ol the 
arnouniofcachca^ advance transaction, however, it wdl not be less than %2 00 or greater ihjn $1000 Veriam cofldltiomand Cickllhinsapph   Please rtfct to voui Suiw . inn Inlornution Busers 
Security is underwritten b> The Zurich International l.'K 1 united 'Certain restrictions and limitations appis I ndcrwntien b> the New Hampshire Inur tpectanc) van.-sbv pnvdu.tand is ai 
least the minimum based on retail industry data Details ofcovcragc arc available in your Summarv ol Additional Program Information Monarch Soles' arc published hs M.-iunh Pre* i mon A SctUUkf 
a Paramount Communications Compam   1 sed by   permission of the publisher   ( it thank credit cards are   owed b>   Citibank (South   Dakou     *s \ l*W4   l tab II     S   '«    MembCI   I I'll 
3H5b  18^0 
06/9J   OJ/JI/95 CV 
LINDA  VAUCR 
92 
Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
Monarch Notes® Version: 
The Citibank Classic Visa card will be 
there for you with no annual fee. a low 
rate and special student discounts... 
so your own economy will be more 
like a boom than a bust. Call 1-800- 
CITIBANK.ext. 20 (1-800-248-4226). 
Slate 
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Group proposes 
welfare reform 
by Jennifer Uixon 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Like President Clinton, state and local welfare 
administrators are now calling for a two-year limit on welfare bene- 
fits, more education and training for low-income mothers and im- 
provements in child support collections. 
The American Public Welfare Association released its blueprint for 
reform today and many of its recommendations parallel the findings 
of Clinton's own welfare reform task force. 
The APWA, a bipartisan association that represents state human 
service departments and local welfare agencies, said its proposed re- 
st ructuring of the nation's welfare system will cost more in the short- 
term but will save money in the long run. 
Today's report, however, offers no estimates of the costs of reform 
and makes no suggestions for financing its plan. 
The administration also has yet to decide how much it will spend to 
translate the president's campaign promise to "end welfare as we 
know it" into a system that limits benefits and emphasizes work, edu- 
i at ion and training while expanding child care for poor mothers. 
The government's primary welfare program for poor families, Aid 
to Families with Dependent Children, supports 9.6 million children 
living in 5 million families, most of them headed by single mothers. 
The average monthly payment is $381, and the annual cost of the 
state-federal program is $23 billion. 
Republicans, conservative and moderate Democrats are pushing 
the White House to overhaul the welfare system this year and cut off 
benefits after two years, but work on the president's health reforms 
could slow down the pace of welfare reform. 
The American Public Welfare Association should have an influen- 
ti;d role in the debate over welfare reform. It has met with the presi- 
dent's welfare reform task force, and in its draft report, the adminis- 
tration group recommends adopting APWA's ideas for streamlining 
the welfare bureaucracy. 
Gerald Whitbum, secretary of the Wisconsin Department of Health 
and Social Services, said today's report is another sign of a growing 
understanding that "time-limited cash benefits make sense." 
"That's true in state capitals and it appears to be true in the White 
I louse, and that's positive," he said. 
But Robert Rector, a welfare expert with the conservative Herit- 
age Foundation, said the APWA's proposals fail to address the grow- 
ing number of illegitimate births. 
"The core problem is that 30 percent of American children are now 
l>orn out of wedlock and their proposals will do nothing to reduce the 
illegitimate birth rate," Rector said. 
Rector called the APWA and the White House plans "frauds." 
Following the herd 
Students wait In line at the Student Services building. As usual for this time of year, the University 
Bookstore moves Into the foyer to accomodate the increase In patrons. 
The BC Newt/Rom Wcltincr 
Photochem - 
Continued from page four. 
There are roughly 35 Ph.D. stu- 
dents in the program, Neckers 
said. 
"The Center for Photochemical 
Sciences is one of the bigger 
businesses in Bowling Green at 
this stage," Neckers said. 
Prices are Falling 





CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS OF 
POPULAR TITLES AT THESE 
GREAT PRICES EVERYDAY! 
Always the low price 
WAL   MART 
Doctoral Fellowship to work at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
on Long Island, N.Y. Craig is 
planning on working within the 
department of chemistry at 
Brookhaven doing photochemis- 
try work. 
"These individuals represent 
tremendous progress the center 
has made in the department of 
Photochemical Sciences," 
Nccker said. 
The Center employs almost 70 
people including 14 faculty 
members from the departments 
of chemistry, physics, biology 
and the new materials science 
program. Both the Kellys plan to 
continue their work at the post- 
doctoral level. 
"We're both planning on post- 
doctoral assistantships for the 
next two years," she said. 
«  I   C   I   C  I   I 
fflarw 
Certain items may have quanitiy limits 
New Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. -11 p.m.; 
Sunday 10 a.m. -8 p.m. 
1120 S. Main St. at W. Gypsy Lane Rd. 
BOWLING GREEN 
CASH FOR BOOKS 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
JANUARY 10-15 






1. Convenient location on campus. 
2. Its ecologically sound Texts are 
recycled to other students. Texts you 
no longer need can be donated to 
the International Book Bank for use 
in other countries. 
3. TOP PRICES. Great service. 
HOME FALCON BASKETBALL SATURDAY VS. MIAMI... WOMEN 5:1 5, MEN 7:30! 
Come win CASH... be a contestant in either of the Halftime Shootouts! 
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Judge orders airline 
to pay compensatory 
damages for calamity 
by Thomas J. Sheeran 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND -- USAir was 
negligent and must pay compen- 
satory damages in the 1992 crash 
that killed 27 people at LaGuar- 
dia Airport in New York, a fed- 
eral judge ruled Tuesday. 
U.S. District Judge Thomas D. 
Lambros issued a directed ver- 
dict against USAir after a 1 
1/2-month trial on behalf of the 27 
people killed and 24 injured in 
the March 22,1992 crash. 
Lambros' ruling does not end 
the case. He left it to the jury to 
decide whether USAir also must 
pay punitive damages. The jury 
also will decide how much will be 
awarded in compensatory and 
punitive damages. Lawsuits filed 
by survivors and relatives of 
those killed seek varying dam- 
ages. 
USAir would be liable for puni- 
tive damages if the jury finds 
that, in addition to being neg- 
ligent, the airline was wanton and 
reckless. The airline has denied 
those allegations. 
Stanley M. Chesley, one of the 
lawyers for the victims, said he 
did not know how much the jury 
would award. 
USAir Flight 405 crashed into 
Flushing Bay while trying to take 
off in a snowstorm. National 
Transportation Safety Board in- 
vestigators said ice and snow 
buildup on the wings probably 
caused the crash 
"I think it's a just ruling," said 
William Blair, 52, of Canton, Ohio 
who injured an arm and leg, and 
whose lungs, hands and face 
were burned in the crash. Blair, 
who walks with a cane, said he 
still has nightmares about the ac- 
cident. 
USAir had conceded in its 
opening arguments Nov. 29 that 
the crew made mistakes. 
Marc Dombroff, USAir's lead 
attorney, told the jury the airline 
and the flight crew admitted they 
made  mistakes  but   said  their 
mistakes were unintentional. 
"Human beings make mis- 
takes," Dombroff said. "Acci- 
dents happen." 
The crew should have checked 
the wings more closely for ice 
and ordered they be de-iced 
again when the takeoff was re- 
peatedly delayed, Dombroff said. 
Chesley said the airline took an 
unnecessary risk by failing to act 
on warnings that wings on the 
Dutch Fokkcr F28-4000 had a 
tendency for ice buildup. 
"They laid back in the weeds 
and waited - waited for some- 
thing to happen," Chesley said. 
USAir had used a less expen- 
sive de-icer and failed to require 
pilots to walk back into the cabin 
to check for wing icing, he said. 
"What was done by this airline 
to save 27 lives? Nothing," Ches- 
ley said. 
Officer's weapon grabbed 
Man uses gun to shoot roommate, commit suicide 
Senate to extend 
Enterprise Zone 
by John Challant 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - The Senate on Tuesday sent Gov. George Voin- 
ovich a bill extending a law that gives tax breaks to businesses 
that set up shop in designated areas. 
Senators voted 32-0 to extend the Ohio Enterprise Zone pro- 
gram until July 1 while legislators try to reach a compromise 
over proposals for long-term changes in the law. 
Since 1982, local governments have been able to designate 
certain areas as "enterprise zones," based on population, unem- 
ployment, income levels and the number of demolished or aban- 
doned buildings. 
Businesses that move in and create jobs are rewarded with tax 
abatements that otherwise would be paid on real estate and 
equipment. Abatements can reach 100 percent of taxes owed 
and can last for a decade. 
The existing enterprise zone law expired Dec. 31, but agree- 
ments made under its terms remain in effect. But creation of 
new zones could not proceed without the extension. 
Pending in the House is a separate proposal to tighten criteria 
used in creating zones. 
Advocates want to end what they said are abuses that lead to 
companies locating in suburbs instead of poor inner cities for 
which the program originally was designed. 
A Legislative Budget Office analysis estimates the six-month 
extension will result in about 100 new enterprise zone agree- 
ments with a potential property tax loss of $5 million per year. 
However, the agreements would generate a projected $2 mil- 
lion per year for municipalities from local income taxes. 
The House placed extension of the zone law into a bill Sen. 
Merle Kearns, R-Springfield, introduced. Her legislation adds 
municipal and township fiscal officials to the list of people who 





The Associated Press 
SOMERDALE, Ohio -- Two 
grandchildren of a fire chief died 
in a fire at their Tuscarawas 
County home. 
Officials with the Fairfield 
Township Fire Department said 
Ashley Boyd, 9, and her five- 
year-old brother, Travis Boyd, 
died in the fire Monday night. 
Their father, John Boyd Jr, also 
was in the home at the time. 
Fire Chief John Boyd Sr., 
father of John Boyd Jr. and the 
children's grandfather, said his 
son and grandchildren were as- 
leep when the fire started. 
Smoke awakened John Boyd 
Jr. about 9:30 p.m., his father 
said. The fire chief said his son 
received first- and second- 
degree burns trying to rescue his 
children, but he was unable to 
reach them through the smoke 
and fire. 
John Boyd Jr. told officials he 
managed to get to the children's 
bedroom but could not find them. 
He jumped out a bedroom 
window and ran to call the fire 
department. 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - A man who 
grabbed an officer's gun and 
used it to wound his roommate 
and fatally shoot himself appar- 
ently had planned the scheme, 
police said. 
Rodney Acord, 27, died Sunday 
after shooting himself with the 
gun he had taken from Officer 
Kimberly Allen. 
Francis G. Thompson IV, 29, 
was reported in serious condition 
Monday at Grant Medical Center. 
The hospital said Tuesday it did 
not have a patient by that name. 
Police said Acord called police 
and asked that an officer come to 
his home and pick up a gun he 
said he found. 
When Allen arrived at Acord's 
house, Acord pointed out a start- 
er's pistol lying on the floor in a 
plastic bag, Detective Dennis 
Graul said. 
"In her mind, here's a citizen 
trying to do right and turn in a 
gun," Graul said. "She had no 
reason to suspect anything else." 
Come BOCK the "House That Roars!" 
HOME FALCON BASKETBALL THIS SATURDAY! 
SATURDAY WOMEN 5:15, MEN 7:30 PJVI 
Just present four Student ID. at the door for easy admission. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
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undergraduate student government 
District One Senate Seat 
Proul 
Applications can be picked up in 
405 Student Services beginning 
Tuesday, January 18. 
Interviews will be scheduled 
on Friday, January 21. 
BLCIE RIBBON PHOTO 
Welcomes Back All Students! 
15% Discount on All Darkroom Supplies 
for students currently enrolled in photo class. 
WE ARE 
Bowling Green's Only Full-line Photo Store 
Featuring: 
• 1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras • 
• Film • Lenses • Batteries • 
4 x 6 Big Shot Color Prints 
99 1   I 12   £ XP. O E  99    
2i  Q99   36 
Color Wallet Special 
12 pictures for $3.99 
"I 
EXP. 8 EXP. 11 
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BGN expires 1 -20-94 
SAVE   WE'LL MAKE BEAUTIFUL WALLET SIZE    | 
SAVE   PRINTS FROM YOUR NEGATIVES FROM 
SAVE   COLOR C-41 PROCESS 
N^«iw«B*.-T>«SCOl»»ilurT*CC01»P«IT0RD€R Ttw 
wupon nol Ahd mf. t*y aVm •9m. 
BGN expires 1-20-94 
r 
If you have any questions, call 372-8116 
$3, $2, $1 off 
Film Developing 
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•*, n « m M to,« n * m i»is «* TWS COUPOK MUST 
tCCOUPHOTMOCIl »«|.mMnn».Ai M 
Valid On All In Ub 1 Hr. Processing 
BGN expires 1-20-94 
n r 
Extra Set Of Prints For $1 
I FOB 3x5 PRINTS I 
I   0«t»acs*4ittolpr1M»kfllMw*»tadpf«eprtiii«pi(n»d« 
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■   Valid On All In Ub 1 Hr. Processing 
BGN expires 1-20-94 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OCR NEW SERVICES 
• Wallets & 5 x 7 photos in 1 hour • 
• Jumbo 6x8 enlargements • 
•4x6 black & white processing available same day 
Open Mon. - Fri. 9 - 8; Sat. 9 - 5; Sun. 12-5 
One hour processing and much more 
EBLUE RIBBON PHOTOS 
157 N. Main St, B.G. (Across from Uptown) 
Ph. 353-4244 
We gladly accept checks and credit cards. 
National 
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Wounding trial continues 
Courtroom becomes setting for Bobbitts'marital showdown 
by Anne Geran 
The Associated Press 
MANASSAS, Va. -- John 
Bobbin returned to the witness 
stand Tuesday and denied ever 
striking his wife before she cut 
off his penis, saying the worst 
he ever did was "push her, hold 
her down, restrain her from 
hitting me." 
On  the  second  day of  his 
APfMark Wllion 
John Bobbin arrives at the Prince William Circuit Courthouse 
carrying a book by Oliver North in Manassas, Va., on Tuesday. 
Bobbin's attorney Greg Murphy walks along with John. 
wife's malicious wounding 
trial, Bobbin disputed a court 
record that a defense lawyer 
said showed Bobbin pleaded 
guilty to assaulting his wife, 
Inn 
"I never pleaded guilty to 
nothing," Bobbin said. 
Mrs. Bobbin, 24, is charged 
with malicious wounding for 
cutting off her husband's penis 
after he came home from a 
night of drinking June 23. 
If convicted, the Ecuadoran- 
bom manicurist could get up to 
20 years in prison and be de- 
ported. 
Bobbin, 26, was acquitted 
late last year of assaulting his 
wife. 
The defense opened its case 
Tuesday by calling Bobbin to 
the stand as an "adverse" wit- 
ness. On Monday, he testified 
for the prosecution, which 
rested its case Tuesday morn- 
ing. 
Both times, and in his own 
trial in November, he denied 
ever forcing his wife to have 
sex. 
Mrs. Bobbin contends that 
prolonged sexual, physical and 
verbal abuse by Bobbin during 
their four-year marriage 
forced her to cut off his penis 
in an "irresistible impulse." 
Bobbin is seeking a divorce. 
Defense attorney Blair How- 
ard showed Bobbin records 
from a court case that the law- 
yer said showed he pleaded 
guilty in March 1991 to assault- 
ing his wife. 
Bobbin disputed the records. 
Commonwealth's Attorney 
Paul B. Ebert said the court did 
not issue a final finding of guilt 
in the case. 
"I could never hit my wife," 
Bobbin said. "I never hit her at 
all - just push her, hold her 
down, restrain her from hitting 
me." 
Bobbin said it was his wife 
who sometimes assaulted him. 
In one instance, he said, she 
got upset when they weren't al- 
lowed in a restaurant because 
he was wearing sneakers and 
began hitting him as they 
drove home. 
"My brother was sining in 
the back seat, and I remember 
looking in the rearview mirror 
and he was just nodding his 
head," Bobbin said. 
Detective Peter J. Weintz, 
one of the last prosecution wit- 
nesses, said Mrs. Bobbin told 
him that her husband forced 
himself on her early June 23 
and, when she complained to 
him afterward, said he didn't 
care about her feelings. 
" 'If he wanted to make love, 
he should have asked me,' " the 
detective quoted her as saying. 
After severing the penis that 
day, Mrs. Bobbin drove off and 
threw it from her car window. 
She later directed officers to 
the location, where the penis 
was recovered by Howard 
Perry, a rescue squad member. 
"I picked up the penis and 
placed it in a clear, plastic 
bag," Perry said. 
Judge questions 
Davidian jurors 
by Kelley Shannon 
The Associated Press 
SAN ANTONIO - The mega-trial of 11 of David Koresh's dis- 
ciples got under way with a federal judge in his shirt sleeves 
questioning prospective jurors one-on-one in a nearly empty 
courtroom. 
Removing his black robe so the potential jurors would not be 
"intimidated," U.S. District Judge Walter Smith interviewed 32 
of the 80 panelists called Monday in the case against 10 men and 
one woman charged with conspiring to murder federal agents in 
a 1993 gun battle at the cult's compound near Waco. 
Except for five reporters chosen to cover the proceedings for 
the rest of the media. Smith cleared the courtroom before ques- 
tioning the prospective jurors. 
He asked educators how they felt about home schooling, quiz- 
zed people who said they believed in gun control on what types 
of firearms they thought should be banned, asked those with 
relatives working for the government if they would be more 
likely to believe prosecution witnesses and questioned a few 
people about their church affiliation - while warning that the 
Branch Davidians' religious beliefs were not on trial. 
"It'sa free country," said one man. "If you want to worship, go 
right ahead." 
Jury selection was to continue today. Testimony was expected 
to begin this week and last for two months. 
Four agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
were slain and 16 wounded in a shootout Feb. 28 when about 100 
ATF agents tried to raid the doomsday cult's headquarters for 
weapons. Six Branch Davidians are believed to have died. 
Koresh then led followers in a 51-day standoff that ended in a 
raging fire as FBI agents pumped tear gas into the compound 
and knocked holes in its buildings. Koresh and at least 80 others 
died as the compound went up in flames. 
The cultists' lawyers are expected to argue that the Branch 
Davidians were confonted by excessive government force and 
acted in self-defense. 
To support that claim, defense lawyers are expected to point 
to the government's own findings, including a report that cited 
evidence of flawed decision making, inadequate intelligence 
gathering and supervisory failures. 
Citing the bloody raid, the American Civil Liberties Union and 
the National Rifle Association joined forces Monday to accuse 
federal agents of using deadly force without cause and conduct- 
ing illegal or ill-advised searches. They urged President Clinton 
to name a commission to review the policies and practices of all 
federal law enforcement agencies. 
The trial was moved to San Antonio, 160 miles southwest of 








• 1 & 2 Bedrooms available now 
• Funished and unfurnished 
• 24 hour maintenance 
• Air conditioning 
• 9 & 12 month leases 
• Gas for heating and cooking included 
Wed. Jan. 12 
Rent Mow For Fall 1994 
COLUMBIA COURT 
APARTMENTS 
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex 
Close to B.G.S.U 
Large 3 Bedroom Apartments 
• 2 Full Bathrooms 
• Economical Heating 
• Fully Furnished 
• Laundromat on Premises 
• Close to Campus 
• Air Conditioning Available 
Call us at 352-0717 for 
more information. 
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR. 
Have you heard? 
The 1992 KEY 
Yearbooks 
are finally in! 
Pick up your copy in the KEY office: 
28 West Hall 
11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Phone 372-8086 
Students For Students (~) 
Thursday, January 13tk 
9 p.m. 
Ohio Suite in the Union 
Open to any organization interested 
in enhancing the living and learning 
environment at BGSU. 





LEADERS MAKE A DIFFERENCE.   BE ONE 
Applications for Orientation Leaders are now available in 405 Student Services  
. 
The BG News 
Sports 
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Lady Falcons look to Men head to Muncie, 
clip Cardinals9 wings hope to break streak 
i 
by Mark Leonard DeChant 
sports editor 
The women's basketball team 
simply decimated a Kent team 
Saturday, 108-91, that is expected 
to vie for the Mid-American Con- 
ference title. 
That doesn't mean, however, 
that tonight's opponent, Ball 
State, is going to lay down and 
bow before the mighty Falcons. 
The Cardinals, 2-7 overall and 
0-2 in MAC play, have not tasted 
much success in recent years, 
games," Clark said. "We need to 
have every one of us ready to 
play." 
Ball State, which has a record 
of 5-30 over the last two seasons, 
features a pair of experienced 
forwards, Alarm Hancock and 
Dianne McConnell. The duo 
combined for 20 points and 10 
rebounds per game last season, 
and are once again the focus of 
the Cardinal offense. 
BSU coach Robyn Markey said 
her squad is young, hungry and 
hoping for the best. 
Bowling Green vs. Ball State 
Mid-American Conference Rankings 
Women's Basketball 
Bowling Green        Ball State 
Scoring: 76.9 ppg (4)         56.4ppg(10) 
Scoring Margin :          +5.0(4)                -15.2(9) 
FG%: 43.5% (3)             39.2% (7) 
3-Pt. FG%: 33.3% (4)               28.7% (8) 
FT%: 72.5% (1)             55.8% (8) 
Pts. Allowed: 71.9 ppg (6)         71.6 ppg (5) 
FG% Defense: 44.0% (8)               41.9% (6) 
Reb. Margin: -1.9(8)                 -9.8(9) 
but they would certainly like to 
pull an upset and leave Bowling 
Green (7-3,1-1) feeling bitter. 
Head coach Jaci Clark said a 
win tonight would indicate an 
improvement in consistency. 
"We've played well, but we still 
need to play well in back-to-back 
"We are looking to improve in 
every aspect this year," Markey 
said. "After last season, our re- 
turning players are familiar with 
our system. I believe we have an 
excellent blend of youth and ex- 
perience." 
Experience, of course, is Bowl- 
ing Green's most dominating 
trait. The Falcons came up big 
Saturday, and do not expect a 
letdown tonight. 
"I believe we showed some 
character (against Kent)," Clark 
said. "We've got to be ready to 
play every day." 
*** 
Talita Scott had a big week, 
scoring 68 points in the three 
games while also collecting 33 
rebounds. She moved into the #8 
spot on the BG career scoring list 
with her performance. Scott 
leads the team with 18.7 points 
and 8.6 rebounds per game, and 
begins the week with 1,110 ca- 
reer markers. 
JJ. Nuesmeyer is the top 
scorer off the Falcon bench 
averaging 6.S points. She has 
sparkled over the last five 
games, scoring 9.0 points and 
grabbing S.O rebounds, and 




Scoring: Scott 18.5 (3), Miche- 
lle Shade 15.1 (9) 
Rebounding: Scott 8.7 (5) 
FG percentage: Scott 50.0 (6) 
FT percentage: Scott 89.1 (1) 
Assists: Susie Cassell 3.9 (6) 
Steals: Cassell 2.7 (4), Scott 2.6 
(5) 
by Mike Kazimore 
assistant sports editor 
The men's basketball team will 
attempt to bounce back after 
their 65-62 loss to Kent State Sat- 
urday when they take on the Car- 
dinals of Ball State in Muncie, 
Ind., tonight. 
That task might be a bit more 
difficult than it appears as the 
Falcons have dropped nine 
straight games to the Cardinals 
in Muncie. In fact, the last time 
that BG walked away with a vic- 
tory on BSU's home court was 
during the 1983-84 season. 
If the Falcons are to end their 
road problems against the Car- 
dinals, they will need a big per- 
formance from their main 
offensive weapon - junior center 
Shane Kline-Ruminski. 
Kline-Ruminski, one of the 
premier players in the MAC, was 
held to a season-low three points 
- on just l-of-6 shooting - in Sat- 
urday's loss to the Golden Fla- 
shes. 
In order for Kline-Ruminski to 
get back on track he, along with 
the rest of the team, will have to 
learn how to handle the constant 
double and triple teams that he 
will face throughout the remain- 
der of the season. 
One area that BG needs to im- 
prove upon to help out Kline- 
Ruminski on the inside is their 
perimeter game. BG currently 
ranks second to last in the MAC 
in three-point shooting with a 32 
percent clip. 
Most of this burden will fall on 
the shoulders of sophomore for- 
ward Shane Komives. Komives, 
BG's most prolific three-point 
shooter last year, has been 
struggling with the long ball so 
far this season. But, in the past 
week Komives has shown signs 
of getting his stroke back as he 
has connected on six of his last 10 
treys. 
Ball State, on the other hand, 
ranks  second   in  the   MAC   in 
Antonio Daniels continues to 
lead the Falcons' bench attack. 
Daniels, a true freshman, came 
off the bench to score 21 points, 
pull down 15 rebounds and dish 
out 15 assists last week. He has 
scored in double figures in nine 
of the Falcons' first 10 games. 
* * * 
Floyd Milleris coming off his 
best performance of the year in 
which he scored 14 points on a 
perfect 7-of-7 shooting perform- 
Bowling Green vs. Ball State 
Mid-American Conference Rankings 
Men's Basketball 
Bowling Green        Ball State 
Scoring: 70.7 ppg (8)          77.9 ppg (4) 
Scoring Margin +6.8(4)                   +.02(9) 
FG%: 46.9% (5)               48.9% (2) 
3-Pt. FG%: 32.0% (9)               39.8% (2) 
FT%: 68.1% (4)               73.5% (1) 
Pts. Allowed: 63.9 ppg (1)          77.7 ppg (10) 
FG% Defense: 43.6% (6)               46.5% (8) 
Reb. Margin: +5.1(4)                  -1.3(10) 
three-point accuracy, draining 
nearly 40 percent of its attempts. 
Leading the way for the Car- 
dinals from behind the arc is 
Mark Hardwick who, in limited 
time off of the bench, has al ready 
knocked down 26 triples. 
* ** 
MAC RANKINGS 




Assists: Daniels 3.7 (4) 
Steals: Ray Lynch 1.6 (5) 
Women's club volleyball digs in 
by Andrew Punzal 
contributing writer 
The women's club volleyball 
team, after wrapping up its fall 
exhibition season, is poised to 
begin its first regular season of 
competition. After an injury- 
filled fall which saw the Fal- 
cons win only seven of 23 
games, the team is positive 
about their upcoming season 
under new head coach Jeff 
Merrill. 
Losses aside, the Falcon's fall 
season was a successful one. 
Although finishing with a 
sub-.500 record, the team was 
only outscored by a total of 45 
points through 23 games. 
Additionally, of BG's 16 los- 
ses, eight were by five points 
or less, and of those eight, five 
were by a mere two points. 
When considering that none of 
the 15 players had competed 
together before September, it's 
obvious that the foundation for 
a very good volleyball team is 
present. 
During the fall season, the 
Falcons were led by a combina- 
tion of veteran leadership and 
youthful exuberance. The four 
seniors on the team provided 
experience to this relatively 
young squad. Hitter Steph 
Greer was the team leader in 
hits with 35, followed by co- 
captain hitter Lisa Gerrasch 
with 33, and co-captain hitter 
Cathy Buynacek with 28. 
Greer had an outstanding 
season, finishing in the top five 
of four offensive and defensive 
categories, leading the team 
with ten digs. Gerrasch and 
Buynacek also had strong de- 
fensive outings, finishing one- 
two in blocks with 27 and 17 re- 
spectively. Setter Deb Lyons 
consistently played exceptional 
volleyball, especially during a 
late-season road trip to Michi- 
gan, where due to injuries, she 
was forced to play all of BG's 
nine games. Suprisingly, as a 
setter, Lyons was among the 
team  leaders  in  blocks  with 
Although the Falcon's six 
juniors did not impress statis- 
tically, they were a very impor- 
tant part of the team's success. 
Defensive specialists Julie 
Wilson and Collen Bury en- 
tered the game in pressure sit- 
uations and contributed solid 
serving and back row play. 
Wilson was tied for second on 
the team with three aces, while 
Bury was error-free in her ser- 
vice attempts. Outside-hitter 
Shay Cooke, despite being 
plagued by ankle and shoulder 
injuries, hammered out nine 
kills in the four games in which 
she appeared. Her healthy re- 
turn will be a big plus for the 
team this spring. 
Setter Sarah Putnam con- 
tributed steady play, adding 
five kills before a pulled 
hamstring sidelined her late in 
the season, Outside-hitter 
Caren Rallo was a positive in- 
fluence coming in off the 
bench,   providing   excellent 
passing and defense, while out- 
side-hitter Jen Eden, although 
absent for most of the season 
due to personal reasons, is ex- 
pected to return and contribute 
to the spring season. 
The squad's sophomores 
showed great potential in their 
performances. Middle-hitter 
Annie Barsdaitis proved to be a 
force, recording five kills and 
five blocks in only six games. 
Big things are expected from 
her and hitter Nikki Sroufe, 
who played in only five games 
due to scheduling conflicts. 
Setter Susan DePompei was 
playing well until an injured 
quadricep forced her out of ac- 
tion. These three players are 
expected to perform well this 
spring. 
Perhaps the biggest surprise 
of the fall was the performance 
of the team's two freshmen, 
middle hitter Crystal Dean and 
outside hitter Handle Bassitt. 
Both were in the top five in 
offensive and defensive cate- 
gories, with Dean being tied for 
first in service aces with four. 
The continued success of these 
two players is key to the Fal- 
con's season. 
With practice already un- 
derway, the future looks bright 
for the women's club volleyball 
team. With a healthy combina- 
tion of veteran and younger 
players, expectations are high 
for this upcoming season. The 




returns for final year 
The Associated Press 
Money wasn't an issue for Tyr- 
one Wheatley. It was for David 
Palmer. 
Wheatley, one of the best run- 
ning backs in Michigan history, 
announced Monday that he will 
pass up a chance for millions in 
the NFL to return for his senior 
season in Ann Arbor. 
"A lot of people talk about 
money," said Wheatley, who 
needs 1,359 yards to become the 
Wolverines' career rushing 
leader. "But the money's going to 
be there for me next year. I want 
to stay here, try to win the Heis- 
man Trophy.... I want to go out a 
winner." 
Michigan coach Gary Moeller 
was delighted with Wheatley's 
decision. 
"We always expect the unex- 
pected from him, and this is one 
of those cases," he said. "It's 
good for a lot of reasons, and it's 
not just the touchdowns. He's a 
good person to have around." 
Palmer, an all-purpose star 
who finished third in the 1993 
Heisman balloting, said through- 
out the season that he planned to 
return for his senior year at Ala- 
bama. But he changed his mind 
and decided to enter the NFL 
draft, in part because he has two 
young children to support. 
"I've tried to look at all sides, 
but the bottom line is I have to 
fulfill the needs of me and my 
family," said Palmer, a record- 
setting receiver who also con- 
tributed to the Crimson Tide as a 
quarterback, running back and 
kick returner. 
Birmingham attorney Rodger 
Smitherman, who will probably 
represent Palmer in contract ne- 
gotiations, said family obliga- 
tions were a major factor in the 
player's decision to turn pro. 
"These were very serious con- 
siderations he had," Smitherman 
said. 
Other underclassmen also an- 
nounced their decisions Monday, 
the deadline for declaring el- 
igibility for the NFL draft. 
Running backs James Bostic of 
Auburn and Calvin Jones of Ne- 
braska are going pro, while Ohio 
State receiver Joey Galloway is 
staying in school. 
"I don't put much emphasis on 
material things - I wasn't 
brought up that way," said Gal- 
loway, who tied an Ohio State re- 
cord with 11 touchdown catches 
in 1993. "Money is important, but 
it doesn't drive my life." 
Bostic, who led the South- 
eastern Conference in rushing, 
said he had nothing more to ac- 
complish at Auburn, which went 
11-0 this season. 
"Obviously we have mixed 
emotions," coach Terry Bowden 
said. "We're going to miss James, 
but now that the decision is 
made, we are 100 percent behind 
him." 
Jones, the second-leading 
rusher in Nebraska history, con- 
firmed earlier reports he was go- 
ing pro. Jones was plagued by in- 
juries in 1993, but still led the Big 
Eight in rushing for the second 
time. 
"It is with deeply mixed feel- 
ings that I make this announce- 
ment, but I believe this is the 
best decision for me and my fam- 
ily," he said. 
At least 17 underclassmen 
have announced they are enter- 
ing the April draft. The final list 
will be released by the NFL later 
in the week. 
Underclassmen   entering   the 
w \i j 
AP photo 
STAYING PUT: Michigan tailback Tyrone Wheatley heads upfield in a game against Iowa earlier this 
year. Wheatley announced on Monday that he would return for his senior year at Michigan rather than 
enter the NFL draft. 
draft include quarterbacks 
Heath Shuler of Tennessee, 
Trent Dilfer of Fresno State and 
Jimmy Klingler of Houston; run- 
ning backs Marshall Faulk of San 
Diego State, Greg Hill of Texas 
A&M, Mario Bates of Arizona 
State, William Floyd of Florida 
State and Byron Morris of Texas 
Tech; receivers Thomas Lewis of 
Indiana and Darnay Scott of San 
Diego  State;  linebacker  Jamir 
Miller of UCLA; defensive back 
Corey Sawyer of Florida State; 
and defensive linemen Sam 
Adams of Texas A&M, Dan Wil- 
kinson of Ohio State and Bruce 
Walker of UCLA. 
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Minorities upset with 
limit on scholarships 
The Associated Press 
SAN ANTONIO - Once again, 
the NCAA is being accused of 
treating minorities unfairly. 
The Black Coaches Association 
has indicated it may even stage a 
protest akin to what Georgetown 
coach John Thompson did 
several years ago to make its 
point. 
At the NCAA convention Mon- 
day, Division I schools rejected a 
proposal to restore the limit on 
men's basketball scholarships to 
14, drawing bitter criticism from 
black coaches and administra- 
tors who say it denies access to 
minority athletes. 
"I think the time has come for 
historically black institutions to 
consider forming their own asso- 
ciation and not be part of the 
NCAA," said Harold Lundy, 
president of Grambling State 
University, adding that he was 
"quite disappointed" with Mon- 
day's vote. 
"Personally, I find this 
offensive," said Dennis Coleman, 
general counsel for the BCA. 
Coleman said black students 
had the most to gain from an es- 
timated 330 scholarships that 
would have been saved by the 
proposal. 
"We believe that those 330 
scholarships are so critically im- 
portant to our community," he 
said. "We are losing everyday 
black men from our neighbor- 
hoods. Some of them, the only ac- 
cess that they are going to get is 
these scholarships." 
Anger has been growing 
among black coaches and admin- 
istrators since 1983 when the 
NCAA Presidents Commission 
first pushed through the conven- 
tion Proposition 48, mandating 
freshman academic require- 
ments. 
It was over Proposition 48, 
which blacks and others feel is 
racially and culturally biased, 
that Thompson staged his wal- 
kout several years ago following 
an NCAA convention. 
Southern Cal coach George 
Raveling, chairman of the legis- 
lative committee of the BCA, de- 
clined comment on Monday's ac- 
tion. Raveling says he wants to 
discuss the matter with other key 
members of the group before 
making any comment. 
Two years ago, NCAA Division 
I schools voted to cut back schol- 
arships in all sports as part of a 
sweeping reform and a cost- 
cutting movement. Men's bas- 
ketball scholarships were 
dropped from IS to 13 while 
women's stayed at IS. 
The NCAA Presidents Com- 
mission argued that restoring 
one basketball grant would trig- 
ger similar demands from other 
sports and signal a retreat from 
reforms. 
AP photo 
HE'S BACK: Blp Roberts answers questions at a news conference announcing his return to the San 
Diego Padres. Roberts signed a one-year free agent contract with the Padres after spending two 
seasons in Clnncinatl. 
McGuire to transfer Bip returns to San Diego 
The Associated Press 
MASSILLON, Ohio - Tailback 
Travis McGuire, granted his ath- 
letic release from Ohio State last 
week, had decided to transfer to 
the University of Rhode Island, 
reports said Tuesday. 
McGuire, who rushed for ISO 
yards on 35 carries last season 
for the Buckeyes, will be eligible 
to play next fall for the Division 
I-AA Rams. 
The Massillon Independent re- 
ported that McGuire, a Massillon 
native, had said he would go to 
Youngstown State but changed 
his mind after visiting the Rhode 
Island campus and talking to URI 
head coach Floyd Keith. Keith 
was an assistant to Bill Mallory 
at Indiana when McGuire was 
recruited there in the spring of 
1992. 
A URI spokesman said Tues- 
day the university would not con- 
firm that McGuire had been ac- 
cepted or had enrolled at the 
school. 
Keith and his staff were at- 
tending the NCAA convention in 
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San Antonio and were unavaila 
ble for comment. 
Rhode Island strength and 
conditioning coach John Miller, 
also a Massillon native and form- 
erly on the staff at Indiana, con- 
firmed that McGuire was trans- 
ferring to URI. 
"Travis told us he just wanted 
to start over," Miller said. 
McGuire, who was redshirted 
one season before playing 22 
minutes for the Buckeyes last 
fall, will have three years of el- 
igibility with the Rams. 
The Associated Press 
SAN DIEGO - Bip Roberts 
found someplace he could be 
happy, even though he's taking a 
$2.4 million pay cut. 
Roberts, a switch-hitting lea- 
doff hitter and second baseman, 
returned to the San Diego Padres 
on Monday, agreeing to a $1.5 
million, one-year contract. 
"Thanks for having me back," 
Roberts told general manager 
Randy Smith at a news confer- 
ence. "I'm coming back to a place 
that's been very special to me. 
It's a place I never wanted to 
DO YOU DREAM OF A JOB IN 
BROADCAST NEWS? 
WE CAN GIVE YOU A GREAT START! 
RADICTNEWS 
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN NEWSWRITING, 
PRODUCTION, BROADCASTING, SALES AND 
PUBLIC RELATIONS. 
COME TO OUR FIRST MEETING JANUARY 12TH 
AT 8 PM IN THE RADIO STATION. 
leave.... Hopefully we can get the 
good times rolling again." 
Roberts, who earned $3.9 mil- 
lion last year with the Cincinnati 
Reds, can earn another $500,000 
in performance bonuses if he 
plays as many as 140 games. 
Also Monday, Leo Gomez and 
the Baltimore Orioles agreed to a 
$500,000, one-year contract, up 
from $312,500 last season; and 
right-hander Bob Scanlan, ac- 
quired by Milwaukee from the 
Chicago Cubs on Dec. 19, agreed 
to a $500,000, one-year contract 
with the Brewers, double his 
$245,000 salary last season. 
Left-hander Scott Radinsky 
and the Chicago White Sox 
agreed to a $1.05 million, one- 
year contract, the same salary he 
earned In 1993. 
The number of players eligible 
for arbitration was reduced to 
105. Most players will wait until 
Friday's deadline to file. 
Roberts, 30, who lives in su- 
The taste Is 
BETTER... 
The price Is 
LESS! 






LARGE 2 TOPPING 
PIZZA 
$5.99 
each additional Item $1.00 per pizza 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN TOWN 1993 
not valid with any other discount  No Limit 
burban Poway, became a free 
agent after the Reds declined to 
offer salary arbitration. 
Roberts, a career .292 hitter, 
began his big league career with 
the Padres in 1986 and spent 
more than four full seasons in 
San Diego before then-GM Joe 
Mcllvaine traded him to Cincin- 
nati for reliever Randy Myers 
following the 1991 season. Myers 
was allowed to leave as a free 
agent at the end of 1992. 
Bothered by a thumb injury 
that eventually required surgery, 
Roberts played only 83 games 
last year and hit a career-low 
.240. 
Roberts stole 26 bases last 
year, which would have tied him 
for the Padres' team lead with 
Derek Bell. Eight different 
players batted Icadoff for San 
Diego last year, and after June 3 





5 Ravioli shells stuffed with mixed    ■ 
cheeses & smothered in your choice' 
of Pollyeyes own Meat Sauce or 
vegetarian sauce, served with two 
slices of Garlic Bread, Tossed Saladl 
6 one cup of Franjelica Coffee. 
Expires 1/31/94 
Inside ONLY 
No other discounts apply 
c pj 
PERSONAL QUEST 
(formerly LE Club 8) 
Make exercise a part of your life 
Manage stress 
Control weight 
Make healthy food choices 
Face new challenges!! 
For more information call 732-7482 or 372-2711 
Sign up in the Student Recreation Center's Main Office 
(during office hours) 
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Quiet Blair aims for history 
byJlmUIke 
Associated Press columnist 
MILWAUKEE - Though she 
has a very realistic shot at win- 
ning three, and has to be regard- 
ed as a heavy favorite for at least 
two, by winning just one medal 
next month in Norway, speeds- 
kater Bonnie Blair will become 
the most decorated American 




J i m 
APpliolo 
Bonnie Blair skates to a track record time in the womens' 1,000 meter 
at the U.S. spccdskatlng trials on Jan.9. Blalr's time of 1:20.46 was the 
best in the history of Pettit National Ice Center, located in Milwaukee. 
L i t k e 
Too few people will mark the 
moment and even less will cele- 
brate it. Fewer still will probably 
remember. Maybe image IS eve- 
rything. 
If you want drama, both high- 
brow and lowdown, then follow 
figure skating and its fascinating 
subplot: Nancy Kerrigan, the al- 
ways elegant and suddenly sym- 
pathetic princess, vs. Tonya 
Harding, the rough-edged, tough- 
talking, just-crowned U.S. queen. 
But if you want something real- 
ly memorable, follow Bonnie 
Blair. 
Skating figurines come and go, 
usually on to something really 
important and profitable, like the 
"Ice Capades." But if Blair lacks 
anything as a champion, it's only 
endorsements and attention. The 
only thing she dresses to impress 
is the clock. But what she gives 
up in sequins, she gets back with 
speed. Everything she promises, 
she delivers. And in a way, that 
can be measured. 
On Sunday afternoon, Blair 
cruised to a 1:20.46 clocking over 
1,000 meters in her final run at 
the U.S. Olympic long track 
spcedskating trials. It marked 
her eighth track record in nine 
races. Such domination over a 
sport is not that rare and, even 
so, the records were all set at the 
Pettit National Ice Center, a new 
indoor facility with a fast sur- 
face. But consider that on this 
afternoon, Blair was preparing 
for her fourth Olympics, already 
having won two golds at 500 
meters and another gold and a 
bronze at 1,000 meters. 
Few American women can 
boast of such sustained excel- 
lence at the top levels of any 
sport If Blair played tennis, she 
would be Chris Evert; if she- 
played golf, she would be Mickey 
Wright; if she ran, Evelyn Ash- 
ford. 
But Blair doesn't have out- 
rageous stories about herself or 
her past, at least stories she will 
tell, and she doesn't boast. She 
can be uncommunicative or unin- 
teresting when she pleases. And 
so she sneaks up on her crowning 
moment in relative silence. And 
likes it that way. 
"Because I can still go to the 
grocery store without it being a 
problem," Blair said, and then 
added a moment later: "There 
are pluses and minuses that go 
with a high profile. Take what 
happened to Nancy Kerrigan ..." 
It is a recent, but tough exam- 
ple to settle on, yet Blair is ap- 
parently not entirely the lighth- 
earted soul that comes across in 
those shots where she waves at 
her family before going to pick 
up another piece of hardware. 
She has an edge about her that 
only the people who share the ice 
with her know. 
Mary Docter, one of her team- 
mates on the 1988 squad and a 
veteran herself, marveled as 
Blair stared down and then ran 
down, in world-record time, the 
cold-eyed East Germans at Cal- 
gary. "It's hard to describe Bon- 
nie," she said. "She's just a tough 
chick." 
And Peter Mueller, who was 
Blair's coach until recently, 
never held a conversation about 
her in which the word "lethal" 
was not mentioned a half-dozen 
times. 
Naturally, someone asked 
Bonnie on Sunday how she man- 
aged to get herself up for this 
competition, when she really had 
none. 
"I'm the one who puts pressure 
on myself. The gun goes off," 
Blair said, "and 1 just want to 
go" 
Mills prospers Kerrigan's MRI negative 
following scare 
The Associated Press 
RICHFIELD, Ohio -- Cleveland 
Cavaliers rookie Chris Mills was 
taking no chances - he dashed 
into the media dining room be- 
fore last week's game with At- 
lanta to grab a quick pre-game 
bite to eat. 
"Actually, I didn't eat much," 
said Mills. "Only a bite or two. 
But I remembered what hap- 
pened to me the last time I didn't 
eat before a game, and I didn't 
want it to happen again." 
The last time Mills forgot to cat 
before a game was Dec. 16 in 
Miami, when he experienced an 
irregular heartbeat accompanied 
by dizziness during the game. 
"Whether or not that (not eat- 
ing) had anything to do with what 
happened, the thought was there 
in the back of my mind," Mills 
said. 
Mills left the Miami game 
early in the fourth quarter, and 
was taken to a hospital imme- 
diately after the game for pre- 
cautionary tests. He underwent 
two more days of extensive tests 
on his heart at the Cleveland 
Clinic upon his return home. 
After the tests, team physi- 
cians cleared Mills to play with- 
out restrictions. 
Since returning from a two- 
game hiatus following the inci- 
dent in Miami, Mills has been 
performing better. 
His l-for-4 shooting Saturday 
night in Atlanta, where the Cava- 
liers lost 102-89, marked the first 
time in nine outings since then 
that he has not made at least half 
his field-goal attempts. 
Over those nine games, he has 
been shooting .585 from the field 
and has made 15 of 16 free 
throws (.938) while averaging 
10.7 points. For the season, he has 
shot .432 from the field, .7C1 
from the free-throw line and is 
averaging 9.8 points. 
Mills' hot streak coincides with 
another factor that probably has 
more to do with his turnaround 
than the irregular heartbeat ep- 
isode. After starting 18 of the 
first 20 games, Mills has been 
coming off the bench since com- 
ing back. 
"I think it has relaxed him, re- 
lieved some of the pressure that 
was on him," coach Mike Fratello 
said. "We all knew he was a bet- 
ter shooter than he was showing, 
but what he was going through is 
something most rookies go 
through." 
"You won't find too many per- 
imeter players who shoot a good 
percentage as rookies," said 
Fratello. 
Mills was shooting 38 percent 
in 20 games, but he was de- 
termined to do better. 
"It's not much of a difference 
for me, whether I start or not," 
Mills said. "I never expected to 
come to a veteran team like this 
and start in the first place. I just 
wanted to come here and blend 
in." 
Mills said he didn't know if he 
was more relaxed coming off the 
bench or not. 
"I do know I'm looking at the 
basket and attacking more," he 
said. 
The Associated Press 
BOSTON ~ Figure skater 
Nancy Kerrigan returned home 
and got a boost from doctors: A 
magnetic resonance imaging lest 
of her right knee showed no 
damage to the kneecap and no in- 
jury to the ligaments. 
Kerrigan, who was attacked 
Thursday at the U.S. Figure Skat- 
ing Championships in Detroit, 
limped slightly as she descended 
stairs Monday at Logan Interna- 
tional Airport, her mother sup- 
porting her right elbow. 
Later, the Stoncham native un- 
derwent tests. 
Dr. Mahlon Bradley, a physi- 
cian who works with the U.S. 
Figure Skating Association, said 
he was encouraged. 
"We are optimistic. The swell- 
ing in the knee has stabilized and 
there is an improved range of 
motion, although the quadriccp 
muscle is still weak," Bradley 
said. 
He said Kerrigan has a 75-de- 
gree range of motion, double the 
range she had Sunday. 
Bradley said the skater could 
return to the ice within a week. 
She will begin physical therapy 
in a pool to strengthen the knee 
and improve her range of motion. 
After that, she will have to work 
on a stat ionary bicycle. 
Kerrigan was pleased by the 
test results. 
"I am looking forward to start- 
ing my rehabilitation and my 
training so 1 can get back on the 
ice as soon as possible," said the 
Stoncham native. "I can't let this 
stop me from living." 
The injury forced her to with- 
draw from the championships, 
where the top two finishers nor- 
mally represent the United 
States at the Olympics. Tonya 
Harding won the title and Kerri- 
gan was given a waiver for the 
other berth. 
In Detroit, investigators 
awaited enhancement of a video- 
tape they said showed the assai- 
lant waiting for Kerrigan and 
then fleeing after the attack. 
"I wouldn't want to see this 
happen to anyone again. I would 
definitely like to see him 
caught," said Kerrigan. She said 
it may have been a random attack 
that wouldn't be repeated by the 
same person. 
Her father said he was confi- 
dent "someone's going to recog- 
nize him." 
Atlantic 10 nixes expansion 
The Associated Press 
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. -- The 
Atlantic 10 has decided against 
admitting other schools to the 
conference, a move criticized by 
some of the league's basketball 
coaches. 
"I just believe that is a mistake 
by our conference and I don't like 
the idea of certain teams in our 
conference voting against them," 
said Temple coach John Chaney. 
"Exclusion is  something  ...  we 
should not be about as a confer- 
ence." 
Commissioner Ron Bertovich 
said the league's nine athletic di- 
rectors decided against expan- 
sion Sunday at the NCAA conven- 
tion in San Antonio, Texas. 
"What we did was meet as di- 
rectors and talked about what's 
the right number for us now: 
nine, 10 or 12 members?" Berto- 
vich said. "We never got into 
schools A, B or C. The group felt 
we should stay at nine. No vote 
r n 
was ever taken." 
The league dropped to nine 
members in 1991 after Penn 
State left to join the Big Ten Con- 
ference. Xavier and LaSalle have 
been discussed as possible re- 
placements. 
There also has been talk mem- 
ber schools West Virginia, Rut- 
gers and Temple are interested 
in moving to the all-sports Big 
East Conference. 
"It's sad to see the ones possi- 
bly leaving (the conference) may 
be the ones screwing up the oth- 
ers," Duqucsne coach John Car- 
roll said. "It's sad that they may 
be holding the others back." 
But West Virginia coach Gale 
Catlctt said the move was best 
for the league. 
"As strong as the league is ... I 
think it would be foolish to bring 
somebody in at this time," Catlett 
said. 
Bertovich said expansion will 
be the main issue when the 
schools meet again in March. 
"This group has been together 
so long I think they will do what's 
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CIIARLESTOWN APTS. 
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•NOW RENTING* 
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to 
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and 







I  50% OFF ANY SANDWICH   I 
PRESENT THIS COUPON 
I WITH THE PURCHASE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SANDWICH   I 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
522 E. Woosler 354-0011 EXP. 3/31/94 
THERE ARE THOSE WHO FOLLOW 
AND THOSE WHO LEAD. 
THE FRESHMAN WILL FOLLOW 
WILL YOU LEAD? 
Be an orientation leader. 
Applications can be picked up at 
405 Student Services 
They are due... 
Friday, Jan. 14 by 5:00 p.m. 
Preferred Properties 
8th & High - Rental Office 
Located in Cherrywood Health Spa 
Leasing Summer & Fall 
Fox Run Mini Mall 
Haven House Manor Small Buildings 
Piedmont Frontier Housing 
Birchwood Place        Houses 
You snooze, you lose!!! 
Classifieds 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
' BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWS' 
OUR FIRST MEETING IS 
THIS WED., JAN. 1JTH AT S PM 
IN THE RADO STATION 
NEW MEMBERS ARE WELCOME' 
FOR MORE INFO . CALL 3724513 
Crimlnil Juslic. Organlulion 
Meeting Tonighl' 
Speaker Sieve Coiner 
From Corporale Intelligence Consdtants 
Time 9 00 307Hanna 
Everyone's Welcome1 
Criminal Justice Organization 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION meel- 
ing tonight Steve Coiner, a corporate intel- 
ligence consultanl will be the guest speaker 
Guests and new members welcome 307 
Hanna, 9 00 p m 
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION 
Meeting 
Wednesday. January 12. al 800 p m 
Mcfall Assembly Room 
Speakers: FIT. Students 
All majors welcome to attend 
HEY YOU! USTEN UP! HOW MANY OF YOU 
WENT HOME AND SAW OLD PARKS AND 
TREES TORN DOWN FOR ANOTHER 
CONDO TO BE BUILT? OR YOUR HOME- 
TOWN'S ONCE CLEAR STREAMS NOW 
LOOKING DIRTY OR DRAINED? EVERY- 
DAY OUR WORLD IS TRASHEO FOR 
COUNTLESS CHEESY REASONS. IN FACT. 
BY THE TIME YOU HAVE FINISHED READ- 
ING THIS, WE WILL HAVE LOST 7 MORE 
ACRES OF RAINFORESTS - GONE FOR- 
EVER! HELP US DO SOMETHING NOWI NO 
MORE EXCUSES! GET TO TONIGHT'S EN- 
VIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP MEETING! 
9:00 P.M. IN 1003 BA! BE THERE! MOTHER 
NATURE NEEDS OUR HELP NOW!  
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR 
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR 
Tuesday Eve. January 1S 
7 pm - 9 pm 
Price list of available facilities will be provided 
Sponsored by Off-Campus Housing Office and 
Registered rental Agencies 
PAST ORIENTATION LEADERS: 
If you are interested in making a repeal per- 
formance as an onentaoon leader, please con- 
tact the ol'ice of Student Activmos and Orienta- 
tion at 372 2843 
PERSONAL OUEST 
Get ready tor Spring Broak11 
Join PERSONAL OUEST 
Keep your New Year's resolutions' 
Join PERSONAL OUEST 
Set your titness/weiiness goals A reach them 
Join PERSONAL OUEST 
New semester, new VOUII 
For more mlormation call- 
372-7482 or 372-2711 
Personal Quest Kick OH 
9pm-midnight. Thurs . Jan 27th 
Bowl n' Greenery 
Sign up lor PERSONAL OUEST 
in the SRC Mam Ollice 
REACH-OUT 
Make a New Yoar's resolution to help others. 
Learn how you can help the homeless, leed the 
hungry, and more Come to Reach-Out's first 
meeting of the new semester tonight 9 00 p m 
I010BA 
STUDENrATHLETICTRAINERSASSOC 
TONIGHT 9 00 pm 
2S7 Memorial Hall 
See what's new this semester' 
TOUR GUIDES! 
All current University Tour Guides 
must attend one ol the following 
SPRING KtCKOFF MEETINGS: 
Tuesday, January 18,1994,6-7pm 
or 
Wednesday, January 19,1994,6-7pm 
ASSEMBLY ROOM ■ MCFALL CENTER 
TOUR GUIDES! 
CITY EVENTS 
The ARK REGGAE Band is at Easy Street 
tomorrow (19 and over) only BG appearance in 
January. Ine welcome pack' 
SERVICES OFFERED 
HEADOUARTE RS for hair 
Tim Messenger is now taking appointments 
Call 354-2244 
NEEDA PHONE NUMBER' 
WE HAVE THE ANSWER 
VOCEMAIL 
ONLY $12 95 A MONTH 
CALL 1 800 98VISIA 
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE S CONFIDENTIAl prog 
nancy 
tests, support A mlormation BG Pregnancy 
Center. Call 3S4HOPE 
Will do typing 
$1 2S/page 
Call ViOu 352 3356 
PERSONALS 
#1 Awesome Sp'mg Brean Bahamas Party 
Cruisei 6 Days $279. Trip Includes Cruise & 
Room. 12 Meals & 6 Free Parties1 Hurry) This 
Wil Sell Out' 1 800-678-6386  
JM Awesome Spring Break1 Bost Trips A 
Pnoast Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days S2791 
Includes 12 Meals & 6 Free Parties1 Panama 
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $i 19' Cancun 
& Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days 
From $469' Daytona $1491 Key Wesi $249" 
Cocoa Beach $159   1 8006/8 6386  
*i Awesome Spring Break1 Panama City1 8 
Days Oceanwew Room With Kitchen $1191 
Walk To Best Bars' Includes Free Discount 
Card • Save $50 On Covor Charges' 
1 800-678-6386 
—AMBASSADORS- 
WELCOME BACK. HOPE YOU HAO A 
GREAT WINTER BREAK. THE MEETING 
SCHEDULED FOR WEDNESDAY. JAN- 
UARY 12 HAS BEEN CANCELLED THE 
NEXT MEETING IS FEBRUARY 2 SEE YOU 
SOON.SABRINA 
"•AMBASSADORS'" 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
1st meeting tonight, 112 Lifeo at 9 30 pm. 
Please attendi It will be hjn and informative! 
Get psyched 'or a great new year'ALPHA PHI 
OMEGA 
AOTT ' AOTT • AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT ' 
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to 
congratulate   Mary   Hodgkiss   on   her   en- 
gagement to Greg Gnsez 
AOTT * AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT * 
AOTT " AOTT • AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT ■ 
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to 
congratulate   Annalisa   Arndt   on   her    en- 
gagement to Heath Liskaia 
AOTT ' AOTT ' AOTT ' AOTT • AOTT ■ 
AOTT ■ Cindy Blaleckl ■ AOTT 
Congratulations Cindy Bialecki on your pearl- 
ing to Brook Soonenberg.  
AOTT ■ Heather Welle ■ AOTT 
The sisters o' Alpha Omicron Pi would like to 
congratulate Heather Wells on her pearling to 
B'aOy Gaskiis 
AOTT * Michael Brenner - AOTT 
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to 
congratulate you on your pearling to Melissa 
Mostow 
AOTT'AOTT'AOTT* 
AOTT * SARA LANG ■ AOTT 
Congratulations Sara Lang on your lavalienng 
to Ps. Upsiton Eric Prough ol Miami University. 
AQ.m'Love. Your S'SterS_  
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT 
Welcome Back) 
Get psyched for spring semester. 
AOTT AOTT Awesome AOTT AOTT 
Attention University Tour Guides! 
SPRING KICKOFF MEETING 
You Musi Come To One Of The Following 
Toes. January 18.1994,6-7pm 
or 
Wed. January 19,1994,6-7pm 
ASSEMBLY ROOM   MCFALL CENTER 
Attention University Tour Guides! 
THIS WEEK AT THE 
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL AITS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT 
372 8171  OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTLINE AT 372-8888 
FREE EVENTS 
WED / JAN 12 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAl HALL 
FACULTY ARTISTS SERIES: JOEL POGH, EUPHONIUM / 
SHARON PUGH, PIANO 
TUES /JAN 18 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL 
MOSTLY MICH SERIES: STEPHEN RUSH AND THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MICHIGAN DIGITAL MUSK ENSEMBLE' 
FRI / JAN 21 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL 
NEW BAND MUSIC READING CUNIC: SYMPHONIC BAND 
SAT / JAN 22 / 11 AM / KOBACKER HALL 
NEW BAND MUSIC READING CUNIC: CONCERT BAND 
SUN / JAN 23 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL 
FACULTY ARTISTS SERIES: PAUL MAKARA, VIOUN / 
JEROME ROSE, PIANO 
• * CAr*J£0 fOOO 0« f«f SW1U OITEBNC KM THE JOWUNG GHEEN FOOT PAN1SY 
IS THE SUGGESTED ADMISSION FEE 
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER 
Attention: Presidents of Organizations 
The University Ambassadors are again 
sponsoring the Outstanding Senior Award. 
Presidents ot Organizations should be re- 
ceiving, en Informational packet by roule of 
your advisor this week'. Nomination forms 
are due. January 24. and Outstanding 
Senior Applications are due February 9. If 
there Is an "outstanding senior" in your or- 
ganization, please give everyone the oppor- 
tunity to recognize this person's aeconv 
pliahmenls. Should you heve questions, or 
not receive the Information packet by 
Tuesday. January 18, please call Sabrlna 
White. Alumni Affairs. 372-2701.  
Calling all wntersl 
Miscellany Magazine's Spnng informational 
meeting is Thursday. January t3th at 7 p.m m 
the Commons at West HaH (2nd Floor) We will 
be discussing story >deas 4 deadlines. Intern- 
ships and staff positions are available. Ques- 
tions? Call Michelle at 866 87?5 
Get ready lor RUSH' Stop bvThe Greek Mart 
for all your RUSH needs Screenpnntmg. em- 
brc-dry. glassware, plastic cups. & much, much 
more1 119 E Court St. near Mr Spot's 
353 0901 
INTRAMURAtEEBOK 2ND ANNUAL SPOT 
SHOT BASKETBALL CONTEST, TUESDAY. 
JANUARY 18. 9 00 PM. FltLD HOUSE 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WINNERS RECEIVE 
FREE SHOES" CONTACT THE IM OFFICE 
FOR DE TAILS AT 372-7479 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE. M INDP ICE 
HOCKEY-JAN 18, WC BASKETBALL JAN 
18. M BASKETBALL JAN 19. M.W TEAM 
HANDBALL JAN 20 ENTRIES DUE IN 130 
FIELDHOUSEBY400PM ON DUE DATE 
INTRAMUHAl OFFICIALS NEEDED flAS 
KETBALL OFFICIAL MANDATORY CLINIC 
JANUARY 19. 7 10 P M APPLY IN 130 FIELD 
HOUSE BY '1994 TEAM HANDBALL 
OFFICIALS ■ MUST ATTEND MANOATORY 
CLINIC JANUARY 20. 7-10 PM   APPLY IN 
130FIELDHOUSL BY V20m 
Loving couple with Chnstian values hopes to 
adopt an infant to be the brother or sister to 
their 2 ft, old adopted son We will pay cost 
Call 1-708 397-1112(colieci) 
Miscellany needs copy editors' 
Anyone interested come to the informational 
meeting Thursday. January 13th at 7 pm. in 
the Commons at West Hall (2nd Floor). Call 
Michelle at 866 8725 or Shannon at 353 6627 
it you have any questions Expenence or Jour 
303 a plus' Internships available. 
Rush UAO! Rush UAOICome to our open 
house January 19th from 9-1030 pm. m tne 
Taft room of the Union Find out what Ihe 
largest student programming board on campus 
really does, and how you can get involved 
Meet officers and board members Join a cool 
committee1 Tour our office a 330 University 
union Free wmgs and snacks See you there* 
Rush UAO1 Rush UAOt 
Show your artistic talents to the BG campus 
Miscellany Magazine is looking tor illustrator's 
for its Spring issue Anyone interested please 
come to the informational meeting Thursday. 
January 13th at 7 pm m the Commons at 
West Hall (2nd Floor) Bring samples of your 
work. Any questions call M<chelie at 866-8725 
or Shannon at 353 6627 
SIDEWALK SALE 
January 10- 14th 
SRC Pros hop 
Shorts, sweats, t-shirts, racquets 
AH reduced*1 Cheap. Cheap Cheap1" 
SIGKAP'SIGKAP 
The Sisters of S*gma Kappa 
would like to wish everyone 
a successful and Happy 
New Year 
SIG KAP' SIG KAP 
Welcome back BGSU Greeks! Stop byThe 
Greek Mart for ou> Welcome Back Special. 
Russell Pro i2oz  Supersweat ONLY $39.95 
including letters'* Plus see ail our great new 
items for YOUR soroity or fraternity* 119 E 
Coti't Si . re.T Mr Spot's 3S3 0P01  
"What's happening to me7" Have your horos- 
cope read by an astrologer and find out* 
Call Zane Stem 882 4911 
WANTED 
2 nonsmoking female rmtes needed lor 94-95 
school year. Frazee Ave. Apts. $156.25 mo 
pluselec Call Molmda 354 0810 
EFFICIENCY 
Spring Sem $??5'mo 
45i ThurstmApt.317 
CALL Brad 352 5576 
Femaie needed to rent great apt. 'or Spring 
Semester Desperate1' Very low rent Call 
352 6059.  
Female preferred Across campus ($193* 
utilities) 352 0733 or 352-7208 
Female subleaser wanted Own room; close to 
campus. $160 rent Call anytime. 353-5005 
Ask for Sandy 
Male or female mite, needed Across from 
Downtown (bar) $i66/mo. No utilities, own 
bedroom Call NOW 352-6561  
Male rtnte needed Own bdrm, equipped 
kitchen SiSO.mo Call Paul at 353-Qi 89 
Male subleaser for a 2 bedroom apt Please 
call collect ASAP if interested. (513) 526-5553 
Net l  
Needed i male or female roommate lor 
Spnng. 2 blocks from campus, own room, nice 
apt. Call 216 355 8816  
One female subleaser needed immed. tor 
Spnng '94 Fox Run Apts. rent $175 price ne- 
oonabie For more info call Kelly at 352 4865 
Sublease - walk to campus 
1 female needed for 7 person house 
across street from campus 
930 E WoosterSt 
Call Carty Rentals 353-0325 
or 352-7365 
$700 entire semester 
Subleaser wanted for Spring Semester Large 
spacious apartment, very close to campus. 
Own room, free cable, Jan s rent paid, $155 
per month plus eleclnc Call Rob 372-5227. 
Subleaser needed Immediately! 
Spr sem. 2 rmts Own room. Own bath. $180 
across street from  campus   Contact Jason 
3528556 
WANTED: 1 or 2 female sublessors to share 
large apartment with 1 other person. Avaita- 
bielMMEDIATELY. rent negotiable Pieasocall 
352-1675 and leave a message  
HELP WANTED 
$70O/wV canneries. $4500 mo deckhands. 
Alaska summer fisheries now hiring. 
Employment Alaska i -206 323 2672 
"•• SPRING BREAK'94—' 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre1 
110% Lowest Price Guarantee' Organize 15 
friends and your trip is FREE* 
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 
328-7283  
•EARN    $$    WHILE    TALKING    ON    THE 
PHONEU 
Gain valuable experience in Marketing. PR A 
Sales' Apply for Spring Telefund now through 
January 18, 1994. Come to the Mileti Alumm 
Center anytime between 8-5 and fill out an ap- 
plication. Intenvews are on a first come/first 
serve basis. The next call you make can mean 
%% m your pocke:'  
1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS 
STILL AVAILABLE. TASP' International is hir 
ing motivated students to fill management posi- 
tions throughout Ohio Earn $7.ooo-$8,000 this 
summer while building your resume and gam- 
ing an mtemship/coop. Positions are open 
but are Mlmg quickly m Akron. Canton, Syl- 
vanla, Maumee, Perrysburg. Lima, and all 
Cleveland Suburbs. Positions are filled on a 
first come first qualified basis 
Cam -800-543-3792 to gain more information 
300 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES 
in NY, PA and NEW ENGLAND Instructors 
needed for: Tennis. Basketball. Baseball. 
Hockey. Swimming/WSHifeguards, Sailing, 
Water-skung. Windsurfing. LaCrosse. Archery. 
Gymnastics, Ceramics. Jewelry. Volleyball. 
Soccer. Dance. Dramatics. Equestrian, Fit- 
ness. Ropes. Outdoorsmen. Piano Accompan- 
iast. Phys. Ed Maiors. Nurses. Chofs. etc. Call 
Aneneat   1-800-443-6428 now' 
After school care for 9 yr. old. W. Th. Fn. 
2 30 6 30pm. Transp req 354 1506 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT    fisher 
les. 
Many earn $2,000 plus/mo in canneries 
or $3,000 • $6,000 plus/mo on fishing 
vessels. Many employers provide room A 
board and transportation Over 8,000 
openings No experience necessary! 
Male or Female For more information call 
1-206 545 4l55e«t A5544 
AMBITIOUS STUDENTS NEEDED 
$20XVWK in your spare time 
Ca   R.irdy '. 800-558 4669 
Babysitter needed to assist mother with 4 
young children. 9-2 MF Can be divided be 
tween rwo people. Can 354-7237. 
Cashier Applications now being accepted at a 
self-serve gasolme * convenience store Appty 
m person between 9am -3pm at our Corporate 
OfJiCe-181 V2S Man St . BG 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All ma- 
terials provided Send SASE to P O Box 395, 
Qiaihe.KS660Sl.  
Evening Office Cleaning 
8- lOhrs per week 
Own transportation required 
 Call 352 5622  
Experienced  Racket Stringer   Part-time, as 
needed. Stan immediately $-435 
r Call Lee Ann at SRC 2 8686. 
Management opportunities. Arthur Victor Paint- 
ing, Inc is searching for ambitious students to 
fill summer management positions throughout 
the Midwest. Complete training & field support. 
High income potential 1-800-775-4745 
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
Are you looking for pan-time employment of 15 
hours plus per week within walking distance to 
BGSU campus? Interested m working various 
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.? 
Rate of pay is $4.2S per hour Apply in person 
between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm 
(Mon.-Fn.) at: Advanced Specialty Products, 
Inc 428CloughSt BG OH 43402. 
Part-time miscellaneous worker needed, flexi- 
ble hours Hours may vary. Shoveling, paint- 
ing, mowing etc Pos.tion may last indefinitely if 
reiable Call 352-1520 * ask for Tim 
Photo lab technoan. Full or pt.-ome position 
Flexible hours Experience m darkroom or au- 
tomated color pnnting. Located m Perrysburg 
Call 1-872 0007  
Responsible, reliable, experienced student to 
watch 7 A '0 yr. old boys; Mon.-En. 
330-5:30pm. Trans.  A  ref   req   352 8809. 
i-.i.wri.-ss.ii;e  
S P PI is looking for individuals who want to 
gam management exoerienon nAif summer 
Earn $8000 to $10,000 per summer Positions 
available throughout the midwest. Call Jeff 
Griffith 1 800 887-1960 
The Pnnceton Review, the nation's leader in 
test prep, seeks college grads to teach MCAT 
courses part-time Ideal candidate has great 
standardized test scores, excellent academic 
background, and great communication skills. 
$i5.00/hr and paid training For more info, call 
800 34 7-PREP 
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to 
$2.000-$4,000*'mo teaching bas* conversa- 
tional English in Japan, Taiwan, or S Korea. 
No teaching background or Asian languages 
required. For information call: (206) 632-1146 
ext5544 
Get ahead with Experience! 
I' you are interested in finding a 
job m the Advertising/Marketing field- 
GOOD LUCK WITHOUT EXPERIENCE* 
But you can gam valuable experience 
■itThe 80 New* 
The BG News had 3 positions available 
next semester and several positions 
for next year in the Advertising Dept. 
We are looking for ENTHUSIASTIC, 
DEDICATED. EAGER individuals who 
want to GET AHEAD' 
Call 372-2606 for detalUt 
Housegirl wanted 
Lunches and Dinners 
Please call Brian 372-4347 
Houses-1 & 2 bedroom apartments. 
9 month - summer - year leases 
Large 2 Bedroom Apartment 2 person 
Max. (350 • Deposit A utilities 
Available now 669-3332 
Need more space in your room? 
Rent a university approved loft from 
SPACE SAVERS 
and maximize your living space 
" Also Renting Refrigerators' 
352-5475 
Needed: 3 M rommates for May to may lease m 
4 BR half of house. $190. (util. included) Pets 
allowed Ca'IYan 352 3699.  
One bedroom apartment 128 S. Summit for 
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year 
1-267-3341  
One bedroom fumishesd apartment 
264 S College 686-5425 
Rooms for Renill 
Pnvate Entrance, Close to Campus. 
352 0317 
Sublease 2 bedroom apt Ridge St. Excellent 
conditions, Laundry. Parking Call Edwin 
3533308  
Wanted: Roommate to share 
House. $180.00 a month and own 
Room. Call nights 354-6689 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 






Cute Blue Refngirator 
Call 372 5107 
BEER MEISTER   Holds 1/3 and 1/4 KEG, 
Ball/Prong,   Good   Cond    $375 00   obo. 
353-7916 Tim 
Camera 35 MM, Olympus OM-1 full manual, 2 
lenses, Sigma 35 - 70 MM plus 70 200 MM. 
Sumpak Hash 6 yrs old. $825/new. sell $295. 
353 2164.353 2033 
For Sale 19 Mt B.ke 
9120 neg. 
Contact Jason 352-8556 
Mac Classic 2/40 keyboard A mouse, ongmal 
box, $500 00 ■ almost now Call 353-2445 
NEED A BED? 
$50 lor mattress A box spnng 
Good condition Call Dar or Tammy 352-6727. 
Size 4. CM ids black figure skates Never used, 
sharpened, m perfect condition $45 00.Call 
623-3033 
FOR RENT 
i bdrm apartment, clean, quiet 1/2 block 
from campus, free heat A ubl. $345 • elec. 
3543138 
1 bdrm. apt .317 Manville.$3l0rmo.for 1 
person UN. partially paid 287-3896. 
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS 
Now renting houses A apartments 
for 1994-95 school year. 
Listings available, renting fast 
Office 316 E   Merry. Apt 3 
Pick-up listing or we will mail. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Subleasing single rooms for 2nd semester. 
Call 353 0325 
Female subleaser-through May East Merry 
Apis. Own bdrm. A bath $i80/mo. A uDl. Call 
353 9003 be we en 4pm-l2sjn.  
Houses A duplexes tor 1994-95 school year. 
12 month leases only, starting m May 
Steve Smith 352 8917. 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! 
"THE COLLEGIATE CONNECTION" 
You best connection for all your 
Greek & BGSU needs 
Come check out the great selection 
M - R 10 - 8pm 
F - Sal 10 - 5:30pm 531 Ridge St. 
Sun 12-5pm 352-8333 
Management Inc. 
HUGE1 bdrm, 215 E. PoeRd.oll 
util. included except elec. 9 1 /2 or 
12 mo. lease starts at $300 / mo. 
Management Inc. 
1 bdrm - 830 4th St., gas heal, 
A/C, starts in Jun. or Aug., starts 
al $300 / mo. 
Management Inc. 
(419)353-5800 
Stop in our office located al 1045 
N. Main St. for a complete list of 
apts. we hove available. 
DEUVERY 
354-7262 
1068 NORTH /WAIN 
JUNIORS! 




WIN THE RDM I SSI OSS BHME. 
TRKE THE RPHIL OH JUNE EHHMS. 
FIND OUT WHY. 
CLHSSES 5THHT SOON ON CRMPUS. 
1-8BB-KRP-TEST 
THE BOTTOM MM 
Affordable 
Seminary Training 
Aandiliil M A    \l l)i\     I)  Min 
• Church Administration 
• Christian Kducation 
• Pastoral Counseling 
• Biblical Studies 
• Christian Histon Thcolog) 
• Waik Church Studies 
• Church MusU 
• Mis>iolog\ 
• Spiritual Pormation 
• Kxtenslons in Cleveland 
( olumhus and Detroit 
TOTAL ANN! Al. TUITION 





910 tenter St. 
Ashland. OH 
4480S 
